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Abstract

Background
Large joint replacement surgery, including hip and knee arthroplasties, are two of the
most common surgical procedures that American adults aged 65 years and older undergo
annually. While postoperative pain is expected, if it is not properly managed, it can have
deleterious effects on postoperative recovery, including an increased length of stay, increased
risk for postoperative complications, and decreased patient satisfaction.
Problem
Postoperative pain is primarily managed pharmacologically, typically with opioid pain
medications are administered as needed (i.e., pro re nata [PRN]). Patients request pain-relieving
medications when they are experiencing escalating pain, which can be challenging to maintain
comfort when medications are administered reactively. Additionally, there is a movement in the
orthopedic surgery community to transition to opioid-sparing postoperative care as a result of the
opioid-misuse epidemic.
Method
This was a descriptive secondary analysis study using a large data source from the
institutional data source (DataCore) extracted for analysis based on the research questions. The
sample included more than 4,000 patients who met the criteria of > 65 years of age undergoing
joint replacement surgery between September 30, 2015, to September 28, 2018, with more than
36,000 data points in the data set.
Findings
This retrospective study explored temporal patterns of postoperative pain after joint
replacement surgery by using extracted electronic health record data, including pain medication
administration records and other nursing flowsheet data. The data were analyzed descriptively
and displayed using data visualization software. Temporal patterns of pain medication
administrations were observed, with four discernable peaks noted at 6 a.m., 9 a.m., 5 p.m., and 9
p.m. Another finding included trends in pain medication administration patterns during
weekdays versus weekends. It was also noted that patients who had undergone knee replacement
surgeries had a higher average pain score, had more pain medication administrations and longer
lengths of stay than those patients who had hip replacement surgeries.
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Conclusion
The discovery of these temporal peaks in pain medication administrations may allow
nurses and ordering providers to move from a reactive model of postoperative pain management
to one that is proactive. Administering pain medications at targeted times, before pain intensity
peaks, may act as an adjunct to pain medications, which is increasingly important as practice
shifts to opioid-sparing postoperative care pathways.
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Chapter One: Statement of the Problem
Introduction
Joint replacement surgery, including total hip or total knee arthroplasties, are two of the
most common surgical procedures that older adults in the United States undergo annually. There
are more than one million hip and knee replacements surgeries performed in the United States
each year (Kremers et al., 2015; Losina, Thornhill, Rome, Wright, & Katz, 2012; NIAMS,
2019), with more than four million large joint arthroplasties expected to be performed yearly by
2030 (Etkin & Springer, 2017). Most of these surgeries occur in adults aged 60 years and older.
Nearly all patients experience moderate to severe pain in the immediate postoperative phase of
care. Untreated or under-treated pain can result in physiological and psychological repercussions
such as sleep disturbances, impaired mobility, decreased appetite, negative feelings such as
despair, helpless or anxiety, elevated cortisol and glucose levels, an increased risk for
postoperative confusion, persistent pain, and an increased length of hospitalization (Cavalieri,
2005; DeCrane, Stark, Johnston, Lim, Hicks, & Ding, 2014; Hwang & Platts-Mills, 2013; Yu &
Petrini, 2007).
Postoperative recovery is shifting from the inpatient setting to the community, as patients
are being discharged earlier. The average length of an inpatient stay continues to decrease, with
fewer home care services being made available, as hospitals adapt to ever-changing
reimbursement structures from the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS). Recent
bundled care payment initiatives, such as CMS’s Comprehensive Care for Joint Replacement
(CJR), defines an episode of care as 30 days before admission and 90 days after discharge
(Hogan, Sandoval, & Uhler, 2017). Finnegan and colleagues (2017) studied administrative data
from 2010-2012 and noted that there were 1,470 (5.04%) emergency department (ED) visits in
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New York State after total joint replacement surgery within 30 days of discharge. Nearly 18% of
these ED visits recorded pain as the primary reason for seeking care. The CJR initiative
considers patient satisfaction scores from the Hospital Consumer Assessment of Healthcare
Providers and Systems (HCAHPS) survey when either penalizing or incentivizing institutions
while comparing surgical episode costs to CMS target costs for surgery. There are multiple
benefits for patients, registered nurses (RNs), surgeons, and healthcare facilities in ensuring that
pain is adequately managed at each stage of the elective surgical experience.
Historically, opioid pain medications have been used to manage patients’ pain both in the
hospital and post-discharge. As the United States continues to grapple with the ongoing opioid
epidemic, orthopedic surgeons and other licensed independent practitioners (LIPs) are discussing
and implementing practice changes to include opioid-sparing and opioid-free postoperative care.
In an opioid-sparing environment, this may include a more frequent use of medications like
acetaminophen, meloxicam, ketorolac, tramadol, and low-dose oxycodone, for opioid-naïve
patients. One potential way to enhance pain management would be with a proactive
administration of pain medications, given before pain intensity peaks. This was an underlying
driver for this study.
This dissertation explored patients’ pain experience after elective large joint replacement
surgery by retrospectively analyzing extracted electronic health record (EHR) data to determine
if there were patterns to postoperative pain. Pain medication administrations served as the proxy
for pain and were graphically depicted using data visualization software. The goal was to observe
if there were any discernible peaks and/or troughs in the postoperative pain of older adults. This
large-scale analysis of pain medication administrations may be useful for clinicians by
quantifying periods of high intensity (i.e., times of more frequent pain medication
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administrations) and allowing them to strategically time the administration of analgesic
medications, essentially using fixed timing schedules as an adjunct to the patients’ current pain
regimen, rather than relying on the usual “on demand” or pro re nata (PRN) practice for
medication administration.
Reuse of Electronic Health Record Data in Research
The United States healthcare system generates extraordinary amounts of data every day.
The use of electronic heath records (EHR), along with the integration of wearable technologies
like smart watches, and interoperable medical devices such as infusion pumps, contribute to this
ever-growing cache of data. Estimates of the projected volume of data generated by American
healthcare facilities, in both structured and unstructured formats, range from 35 to 44 zettabytes
in 2020. To provide some context, one zettabyte is the equivalent of one trillion gigabytes, or
1021 power (Ehrenfeld & Wanderer, 2015; Lesley & Schmerling, 2015). The strategic extraction
of EHR data so it can be transformed into useful nursing knowledge is a major challenge – and
an opportunity – in the post-EHR implementation era. Cowie and colleagues (2017) outline the
spectrum of studies in which EHR data is widely used and accepted such as observational studies
and retrospective safety surveillance, emerging uses such as patient recruitment and point of care
randomization, and the potential usage such as serious adverse event attainment. Richesson and
colleagues (2017) discuss the role of EHR data in pragmatic clinical trials. Part of this reluctance
to use EHR data for increasingly complex studies are concerns surrounding data quality.
Weiskopf and Weng (2013) conducted a review of the existing literature and identified five
common dimensions of data quality and seven data quality assessment methods for evaluating
EHR data for research. This researcher used the Weiskopf and Weng (2013) article to
comprehensively critique the EHR data set used in this dissertation. This article discussed five
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data quality dimensions and seven data quality assessments that are examined in the context of
this study later in the document.
The data-information-knowledge-wisdom (DIKW) framework is often used by nursing
informaticists to conceptualize how data are transformed into nursing knowledge (Figure 1). This
framework was the lens through which this study was examined. The identification of such timedependent trends in this study population may influence prescribing or medication administration
behaviors in the future. This study illustrated the utility of the DIKW framework in translating
data into practice changes. Other related data were also explored for information to supplement
the study.
Nature Versus Nurture in Pattern Identification
Patterns and their predictability are foundational to life. Repeating regularities appear in
nature such as the spiral of a nautilus shell or the ebb and flow of tidal currents. Patterns can be
intrinsic and internal such the entrainment of the circadian clock by natural light and dark cycles.
Previous chronobiological studies suggest that there is a temporal pattern to diseases and
conditions such as migraine headaches, asthma, epilepsy, stroke, myocardial infarction, inhospital falls, and surgical pain. Understanding the trajectory of such diseases can guide best
practices in how to prepare and manage these conditions (Halberg et al, 2012; Lavand'homme,
Grosu, France, & Thienpont, 2014; Roenneberg & Merrow, 2016).
Patterns can also be man-made constructs. An example of this would be the external
administrative and environmental patterns that are associated with an inpatient hospitalization,
such as when meal trays are delivered or medication administration times are scheduled.
Inpatients at the study site had physical therapy twice a day while on the inpatient unit; once
before noon and once after. Discerning whether pain intensity was being driven primarily by
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biology versus unit routines provided insight into the pain experience of older adults and helped
to further our understanding of appropriate interventions (Appendix A).
Significance
Surgical technologies, operative techniques, and postoperative care pathways are
continuously evolving, resulting in cost savings and improved patient outcomes. One such
consequence of this optimization is evidenced by the decreasing inpatient length of stay.
According to A. Malarchuk (personal communication, February 28, 2019), there has been a
decrease in the average length of stay at the study site. This was observed in both cohorts of
patients (e.g., 65 years and older and less than 65 years of age), with more notable decreases in
patients who had their hip(s) replaced (Appendix B). The current expectation is that most
patients, including older adults, are discharged to the home rather than to an acute or sub-acute
rehabilitation. As a result, it is imperative that patients maximize their time while in the acute
care setting, including mobilizing earlier (i.e., immediately after surgery) and fully participating
in physical therapy sessions and self-care activities. One of the main impediments to these
activities is often postoperative pain.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this dissertation was two-fold. First, this investigator explored temporal
patterns in pain medication administration activities using a large data set of EHR data.
Electronic health record data were extracted from the study site’s clinical data repository and
were analyzed retrospectively.
Second, data were displayed visually to evaluate if trends and patterns related to pain
over theoretically categorized periods of time existed. There are physical, cultural, contextual,
and psychosocial factors that influence the pain experience of patients, many of which are
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beyond the scope of this dissertation. However, it was theorized that time-bound patterns existed
regarding postoperative pain. The ability to observe these potential trends and related variables
through visualization suggested that underlying patterns attributed to chronobiology or
administrative patterns of hospital routines that included individual actions (i.e., PRN or
scheduled pain medication administrations) may have a temporal component (e.g., visiting hours,
meal trays, or rounds). The various simultaneous rhythms and activities that a postoperative
patient likely experienced are outlined in Appendix A.
Background
Pain is an incredibly complex human, physiological, and emotional experience. It is
unique for every individual. Each person can experience a variety of different types of pain, from
multiple sources, throughout their lifetime. Pain can emanate from a disruption in the internal
and external environments. The imbalance between one’s internal and external milieu, and the
repercussions from this disequilibrium, may be addressed in several ways, including the use of
analgesia. This study sought to gain an understanding of the synchronization between the internal
and external environments, and how the variable of time may influence the pain experience.
The study site is a specialty orthopedic hospital, which is part of a large, academic health
system in a major city in the Northeast. The postoperative phase of care is standardized, with
pathways and interprofessional milestones providing a framework that guides the care team on
determining a patient’s progress, culminating with a safe discharge. The following is a fictitious
scenario of a patient’s experience to illustrate the standardized approach to care.
Mr. X was a 69-year-old man who arrived at the hospital on the morning of his scheduled
elective large joint replacement surgery (i.e., right total knee arthroplasty). Mr. X suffered for
many years with knee pain related to his osteoarthritis, which he attributed to his twenty years of
lineman work with the local electric company. In recent months, Mr. X noted that he was unable
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to keep up with his grandchildren because of his knee pain and was only able to walk short
distances before he required a rest break. He was concerned with the buckling he experienced
and was worried about falling. Once conservative treatments failed, Mr. X. reluctantly agreed to
surgery. While he looked forward to resuming his normal activities, he was apprehensive about
the surgery, and that he would be hospitalized overnight. This was his first hospitalization and
first major surgical procedure.
Mr. X’s surgery was one of the first for the day. His scheduled surgery time was 7:30
a.m. Since he lived 60 miles away from the hospital, he and his wife left their house early in the
morning to ensure a timely arrival. He checked in to the hospital at 6:08 a.m. and was ushered to
the operating room (OR) holding area. There Mr. X. spoke with the anesthesiologist, the
surgeon, and the circulating registered nurse (RN). One of the assessment questions asked by the
holding room RN was his current level of pain. The RN explained what the Numeric Pain Rating
Scale (NPRS) was, and how mild, moderate, and severe pain were categorized based on the selfreported score. Mr. X. reported that when he moved, his pain was “7” on the 11-point NPRS, but
when he was at rest, it decreased to “3.” Mr. X. received a dose of Lyrica, Oxycontin, and
Tylenol, as per protocol, before he left to enter the OR suite.
Mr. X’s surgery took two hours and three minutes. He received spinal anesthesia. Mr. X.
was wheeled into the post-anesthesia care unit (PACU), where he recovered for two hours and
thirty-two minutes. During that time, he complained of pain, and received one dose of 25mcg
fentanyl intravenously. Once Mr. X. was deemed appropriate for discharge from the PACU
phase of care, the transfer to the floor was initiated. The final pain score documented in the
PACU was a “2” on the NPRS.
Mr. X. arrived at the inpatient acute unit shortly after 12 p.m., where he was welcomed
by the receiving RN. He transferred himself laterally from the stretcher to the bed. He was alert
and conversational. His knee and lower leg were wrapped in a compressive ace dressing. The
neurovascular status of the operated leg was assessed and confirmed to be intact. His vital signs
(V/S) were recorded and he endorsed a pain level of “3” on the NPRS after the transfer. Mr. X.
had lunch and shortly afterward participated in therapy with the Physical Therapists. Throughout
the evening and night shift, Mr. X. was assisted by nursing staff to the restroom. He complained
of some stiffness and a dull pain but reported that he was surprised at how well he was feeling.
During the early morning hours of postoperative day (POD) #1, Mr. X. was assessed by
the orthopedic residents and his attending surgeon. He was doing well and reported that his pain
was controlled. He mentioned that he slept fitfully, due to unit routines and an unfamiliar
environment. Mr. X. realized that his pain was more intense than the day before and was
surprised to find out how stiff his leg felt and how swollen his right leg was. Mr. X. had not
taken any pain medication throughout the night as he did not have pain while at rest. Mr. X was
subsequently medicated for a pain level that he rated as “7” on the NPRS. Mr. X’s wife arrived
by 10 a.m. He participated in physical and occupational therapies during the morning, and after
lunch he had another physical therapy session. He took a brief nap in the late afternoon, shortly
before dinner. Mr. X’s wife left after suppertime. Mr. X. reported that his pain was better than it
had been in the morning, and he hoped that he would sleep better that night. He was assisted to
the bathroom, where he participated in nighttime care activities. He fell asleep after the evening
medication pass, just after 10 p.m.
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The next day, the orthopedic residents and the attending surgeon made their early
morning rounds again. Based on Mr. X’s progress the day before, clinical presentation, and
events of the last 24 hours, it was confirmed that Mr. X was ready for discharge, provided he
could demonstrate safe stair negotiation. After the doctors left the room, Mr. X. called for staff to
assist him to the bathroom. He mentioned that the pain and swelling were still quite intense, but
he thought it was slightly better than the day before. Mr. X. had requested a dose of pain
medication around 3 a.m. and stated that he felt this made the difference. Mr. X. participated in
his final physical therapy session shortly after breakfast. He was deemed safe for discharge after
the successful completion of stair training. His paperwork was prepared, and he was discharged
home at 11:45 a.m. on POD#2.
Many patients at the study site follow similar postoperative trajectories. As such,
standardized postoperative order sets are embedded in the EHR and most surgeons use these as a
framework to guide the postoperative care of their patients, which can also be individualized as
necessary. The nursing staff at the study site are accustomed to these standard postoperative orders,
which include antibiotics, PRN pain medications, and antithrombotics.
Study Objectives
There were three main study objectives. First, a data set of select variables was
successfully extracted, with the assistance of the data analyst at the study site. Second,
descriptive statistics were calculated in order to thoroughly describe the sample. Finally, the
researcher used analyses that visually explored longitudinal patterns of pain through the graphing
of pain medication administrations over a variety of time-bound scenarios including 24 hours of
the day, 7 days of the week, 12 months of the year, and others. The findings specific to the 24hour day were then cross-walked with typical hospital routines, environmental cues, and
hormonal fluctuations (Appendix A).
Operational Definitions of Terms
The following are certain individual and hospital routine-related terms that were used in
theoretical temporal pattern analyses, including:
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Visiting Hours: While the study site has an open-visiting policy, the majority of adult patients
receive bedside visitors between the hours of 10 a.m. and 10 p.m. Other clusters of time may be
pulled from this time interval and defined by consensus.
Rounds: There are several instance of daily patient rounds that typically take place on an
inpatient unit. While each instance of rounding may be led by different interprofessional team
members, are all intended to achieve optimal patient outcomes. These include physician
(attending surgeons and/or residents) rounds that take place between approximately 5:30 a.m.6:30 a.m.; RN bedside handover reports that take place at change of shift (approximately 7 a.m.7:30 a.m. or 7 p.m. – 7:30 p.m.); interprofessional team rounds (approximately 9:30 a.m. – 10:15
a.m.); and nurse leader rounds that take place Monday through Friday, at various times
throughout the day (8 a.m. and 4 p.m.).
Meal Trays: Breakfast trays are delivered to the unit between 7:30 a.m. -8 a.m. Lunch trays
arrive between 11:45 a.m. – 12:15 p.m. Dinner trays arrive at 4:45 p.m. – 5:15 p.m.
Routine Care Hours: Morning care activities take place between 5 a.m. – 7 a.m. This includes
morning personal care such as bathing, gown and linen changes, oral hygiene, toileting, as well
as specimen collection (e.g., serum, urine). Evening care activities including ambulating,
washing, oral hygiene, and toileting. These activities take place between 8 p.m. -11 p.m.
Variables and Definitions
Pain Score: Determined by the Numeric Pain Rating Scale (NPRS), which is an 11-point scale,
starting with “0” representing “no pain,” up to and including, “10” which is described as
“unbearable pain”. The NPRS is further stratified into three categories, with pain scores of 1, 2 or
3 classified as mild pain, pain scores of 4, 5, or 6 classified as moderate pain, and pain scores of
7, 8, 9, or 10 classified as severe pain.
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Pro Re Nata (PRN) Pain Medications: Ordered pain medications that are given upon patient
request. Dosage of these medications are based on patients’ verbalized pain score and are ordered
with specific indications for complaints of mild, moderate, and/or severe pain.
Scheduled Pain Medications: Pain medications that are administered to patients based on a
provider’s order for frequency and dosage. Patients do not need to request these medications.
Considered routine in the hospitalized course of the postoperative patient.
Demographics: Include age, gender, marital status, race, religion, primary admission diagnosis,
and surgical procedure.
Body Mass Index (BMI): A measure of body fat based on weight in kilograms and height in
meters squared. There are four categories of BMI including: <18.5 kg/m2, which is classified as
underweight; 18.5 – 24.9 kg/m2, which is classified as normal weight; 25 – 29.9 kg/m2, which is
classified as overweight; and greater than or equal to 30 kg/m2, which is classified as obese.
The American Society of Anesthesiologists Physical Classification System (ASA) Score: A score
that is used to determine a patient’s physical status before surgery. This is a subjective
assessment, which can be made independent of the data in the EHR and is based on the expertise
of the anesthesiologist. According to the American Society of Anesthesiologists, there are six
classes of ASA scores, which include:
I – a normal, healthy patient
II – a patient with mild systemic disease
III – a patient with severe systemic disease
IV – a patient with severe systemic disease that is a constant threat to life
V – a moribund patient who is not expected to survive without the operation
VI – a declared brain dead patient whose organs are being removed for donation
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Postoperative Day (POD): Defined by the hours after surgery, with midnight representing the
start of the next postoperative day. For example, a patient who had surgery on Monday would be
in the postoperative day 1 (POD#1) phase at 12:01a.m. on Tuesday.
Secondary Data Analysis
There have been calls for nursing to utilize secondary data sources for decades (Castle,
2003; Jacobson, Hamilton, & Galloway, 1993; Magee, Lee, Guiliano, & Monro; McArt &
McDougal, 1985; Nicoll & Beyea, 1999; Reed, 1992; Swart et al., 2015). Using secondary data
sources for research in nursing is a cost-effective and time-efficient means for conducting
research. There are now emerging opportunities to mine electronic health record (EHR) data,
which are housed in data repositories in large health systems. There are both benefits and
challenges to using EHR data, many of which are similarly associated with the use of large data
sets and secondary analysis. One often mentioned problem in working with large data sets or an
electronic health record data set is that the individual experience is lost. Data visualization is a
method that can be used to illustrate the story behind the data. Data visualization can also be
used for proof-of-concept clinical work. Goodman (2012) discusses the importance of concepts
of data, dimensions, display, and context when explaining data with visualizations. Exploratory
data visualization that accompanies data processing and statistical analysis provide more insight
than either approach alone. Linking tabular data with visualizations using a program such as
Tableau allows the researcher to investigate trends and outliers, revealing additional insights
from the data set. Effectively displaying data through visualizations is an important skill set for
the nurse researcher to use for clinical discoveries and the dissemination of research findings
(Elgendi, 2017).
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Summary
Pain in the postoperative phase after joint replacement surgery is common and expected.
Yet, if it is not properly managed, pain can limit a patient’s recovery, impair healing, have
negative psychosocial consequences, can result in readmissions or additional Emergency
Department (ED) visits, and may have deleterious impacts on the fiscal health of the healthcare
organization. Considering the decrease in the average length of stay, initiatives such as early
mobilization programs are essential to prepare patients for discharge. Post-surgical pain is one of
the most frequently cited limitations during postoperative physical therapy sessions, or a reason
that patients defer mobilizing with nursing staff. The purpose of this dissertation was to describe
and explore the relationships and temporal patterns in the frequency of pain medication
administration in the postoperative older adult population at an urban, specialty orthopedic
hospital.
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Chapter Two: Literature Review
Introduction
This chapter provides a review of the literature, including studies that discuss the
temporal patterns of various types of pain, articles that describe time as an important element of
patient outcomes in certain diseases and conditions, literature on the use of secondary data
analysis as a methodology when reusing electronic health record (EHR) data for research, and an
overview of the Data-Information-Knowledge-Wisdom (DIKW) framework, which provided the
theoretical underpinnings for this study. There is a large amount of literature on the timing of the
trajectory of clinical events such as myocardial infarctions or migraine headaches. There is also
literature on the temporality of pain, although there is much more written on chronic pain and
community-dwelling older adults as opposed to surgical pain in the acute postoperative setting.
Many of these studies rely on study participants to record their pain scores at predetermined,
evenly-spaced intervals. There is an abundance of literature on secondary data analysis, although
there is less written about the use of secondary analysis and EHR data than there is regarding
classic Big Data applications. This review also presents existing literature describing the
differences between pain in the elderly versus a younger person, and the intrinsic and extrinsic
patterns that can impact one’s pain experience, including biological rhythms and unit-based
routines.
Time as a Covariate in Patient Outcomes
Standards known as “bundles” are routinely used in the delivery of care. This includes
time-sensitive indicators such as those pertaining to percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) in
ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI), tissue plasminogen activator (tPA) in
ischemic stroke, antibiotic administration in sepsis, and duration for chlorohexidine scrubbing
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prior to incision in the surgical theater. The element of time is important when it comes to quality
patient care. While the aforementioned examples have time as an impartial unit of measure, the
following studies seek to explore the effect of time itself on the impact of care in the context of
temporality as a social construct. The following studies consider time as a fixed framework in
which disease process and symptoms manifest themselves.
Schluck, Wu, Whyte, and Abbott (2017) conducted a retrospective study to examine
emergency department use in the state of Florida by patients with heart failure in 2014. The
purpose of the study was to describe a weekday arrival pattern and to compare the arrival
patterns based on insurance coverage (Medicare, Medicaid, or private insurance), urban and rural
regions, and whether these were initial or re-visits. The final sample included 175 facilities, with
161 serving urban counties and 14 serving rural counties. All subgroups (e.g., insurance coverage
type and location whether urban or rural) showed a pronounced peak arrival during midday
(approximately 12 p.m.) and a smaller peak in the late afternoon/early evening (approximately 6
p.m.). The findings also indicate that Medicare patients living in rural areas had a notable peak
arrival time between 4 a.m. – 6 a.m. whereas those Medicare patients living in urban counties did
not have this early morning peak. Medicaid and private insurance patients also had a peak in the
early morning arrival time in rural counties. There were no noted differences between arrival
times for patients who were presenting to the emergency department for an initial or re-visit. The
limitations to this study include the descriptive and cross-sectional design of the study, a
secondary analysis methodology that necessitated that the researcher make assumptions
regarding missing data, the inability to control for the season of the year, and an analysis that
included only weekdays. The results of this study contribute to the body of knowledge pertaining
to emergency department utilization, specifically by subgroups of heart failure patients.
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Attenello, Wen, Huang, Cen, Mack, and Acosta (2015) conducted a cross-sectional,
retrospective review of the Nationwide Inpatients Sample (NIS) data set over an eight-year
period. This data set is the largest publicly available inpatient database in the United States, and
it captures 20% of all hospital discharges. This data set is maintained and updated annually
through the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality from hospital data made available
through the Healthcare Cost and Utilization Project (HCUP). The purpose of the study was to
examine if weekend or weekday admissions affected the frequency of the development of a
hospital-acquired condition (HAC). HACs included falls, pressure ulcers, and catheter-associated
urinary tract infections. The final sample included 351,170,803 admissions from 2002 to 2010.
Approximately 81% of inpatient admissions were during the weekdays, 19% during the
weekends, and 1% was missing day-of-admission data. The frequency of HACs were higher in
patients who were admitted during the weekend (5.7%) versus during a weekday (3.7%). The
authors note that the patients who were admitted during the weekend were generally sicker than
those admitted during the weekdays. The most common HAC was falls, occurring during more
than 14 million admissions (85%). Additionally, HACs are associated with an increased cost of
hospitalization and a longer length of stay, regardless of whether it was a weekend or weekday
admission. Finally, the likelihood of increased mortality was 11% higher for those patients
admitted on a weekend. This study was limited by the challenges associated with a large
database, such as coding irregularities in both ICD-9 coding and missing coding for certain
HACs. Vascular catheter infections were not included until 2007, and pressure ulcers were not
included in the database until 2008. Using this data set did not allow for the researcher to
determine which hospitalizations were readmissions as a result of the HAC. The authors
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suggested that the results from this study may help healthcare facilities to reassign resources to
periods of high acuity and influx of vulnerable patients.
Fabbian and colleagues (2016) evaluated the timing of emergency department
presentation with suspected cerebral hemorrhage in patients taking oral anticoagulants, with inhospital mortality as the major outcome variable. All patients who presented to 28 emergency
rooms in Italy between September 2011 and July 2013 were enrolled. Variables that were
collected included the age, gender, location of the bleed either through computerized tomography
scan or magnetic resonance imaging results, the type of bleeding event (i.e., idiopathic or posttraumatic) the type of oral anticoagulant, lab values including prothrombin time, and hour, day,
month, and season of the admission. Analysis was performed on the entire population as well as
subgroups stratified by gender and type of hemorrhage. The final sample included 517 patients,
with a mean age of 80 years and a range of 41-99 years. Sixty-three percent of the sample was
male. There was a peak arrival time at the emergency department between 12 noon and 2 p.m.
for the whole group and the male subgroup. The female subgroup had a peak arrival time
between 8 a.m. and 10 a.m. with complaints related to cerebral hemorrhage. Cerebral
hemorrhages were more frequent in the winter months and on a Monday, although these
variations in day of the week and season were not statistically significant. It was also noted that
there were higher instances of in-hospital mortality during the morning shift (8 a.m. – 1:59 p.m.)
and night shift (8 p.m. – 7:59 a.m.), with a lesser frequency in the afternoon (2 p.m.-7:59 p.m.)
among male patients with idiopathic hemorrhage. There were a number of limitations noted by
the authors that there was a great deal of covariate data that was missing such as the
comorbidities of the subjects, the length of the oral anticoagulant therapy, weather conditions,
and that the sample was taken from one geographic area in Italy only.
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López-Soto et al. (2016) designed a study to explore the temporal patterns related to
hospitalized patient falls after the implementation of a comprehensive fall prevention program.
This research was informed by two prior studies. The first was a systematic review by LópezSoto and colleagues (2015), which included nine empirical studies on the temporal patterns of
falls in hospitalized older adults. Time series analysis, which is often used in chronobiological
studies to detect and characterize biological rhythms, was utilized to determine the factors
associated with falling.
The second study was conducted by one of the co-authors (Manfredini, 2011) on the
timing and circumstances of falls that occurred in a six-hospital health system in Northern Italy,
prior to the implementation of a fall prevention program. The results of the Manfredini study
noted that there were two peak periods for falling, with 10:30 a.m. having the greatest number of
falls, and a less pronounced peak occurring in the late afternoon. Further analyses included 24hour pattern identification, in which data were classified according to variables of interest,
resulting in “fall categories.” Morning peak-time falls included categories such as falls by male
patients, falls occurring in the bathroom, falls occurring as a result of a loss of consciousness,
falls occurring in those who were not wearing footwear, and injurious falls, resulting in major
injury, such as fractures. Afternoon and evening peak-time falls included categories such as falls
associated with bedrails, slipping on a wet floor, falls by patients who were wearing footwear,
and injurious falls resulting in minor trauma, such as bruising. As a result of these findings, a
multimodal approach to fall prevention was introduced, and it included organizational, structural
and educational components.
López-Soto and colleagues (2016) sought to build on this previous work by exploring
temporal patterns of falls in relation to intrinsic and extrinsic risk factors in older adults. The data
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collection periods for this study commenced after the implementation of the fall risk program
and spanned a four-year period. Data collection took place in the same Italian hospital system as
the Manfriedi (2011) study, with five of the six original hospitals participating. A data collection
tool was developed to record pertinent variables when a patient did fall, including patient
demographics, time and date of the fall, nursing shift when the fall occurred, location of the fall,
cause of the fall, situation surrounding the fall, and outcome of the fall. The final sample
included 763 falls occurring in 709 patients. Data analyses were comprehensive, with a particular
focus on the number of falls per clock hour categorized by gender, age groups, cause, location,
situation, injury, and presence or absence of footwear. The total fall events were also examined
in the context of day, week, month, and season. Cosinor analysis revealed a statistically
significant 24-hour variation in the total number of falls, with a peak time for falling at 5:32 a.m.
with a trough being noted at 9:20 p.m. There were additional peaks, although they were of a
lesser amplitude that closely followed the activities of the unit, such as change of shift and
mealtimes. Further analyses also noted statistically significant temporal variations in falls based
on gender, age ranges, location, patient position, injury severity, physiological condition, and
footwear. The authors were able to report the peak times for each variable. Additionally, falls
exhibited a day-of-the-week and month-of-the-year variability, as well as a seasonal variation,
although these were not statistically significant findings. The authors report that there were
limitations concerning the accuracy and comprehensiveness of the circumstances that contributed
to the fall, as well as the decreased generalizability given the uniqueness of the hospital settings
(nonteaching, academic) and how that may impact staffing in other types of facilities. The
authors suggested that by understanding the impact of clock hour and the unit activities on the
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epidemiology of falls, it would allow for time-related adjustments to be made in fall prevention
strategies.
Temporal Patterns of Pain
Cioffi and colleagues (2017) explored the temporal fluctuations in pain intensity of
migraine headache and masticatory muscle myalgia in the context of weather patterns,
specifically temperature, humidity, and atmospheric pressure. The authors hypothesized that
migraine headache pain and masticatory muscle pain are present with specific temporal pain
profiles, based on subject self-report, and that these self-reports were influenced by the climate.
Recruitment was conducted at a temporomandibular disorder clinic in Italy. Inclusion criteria
included subjects who experienced six months or more of masticatory muscle pain or migraine
headache pain. Exclusion criteria included pregnancy, systemic diseases that would impact the
subject’s pain perception, and concurrent diagnoses of both temporomandibular disorder and
migraine. For two weeks, subjects wore a device that collected atmospheric data, including
ambient temperature, relative humidity, and barometric pressure four times an hour. The device
also emitted a beep, reminding subjects to record their pain level on a visual analog scale (VAS)
hourly for 12 hours (8 a.m. – 8 p.m.). Subjects recorded the date and time of pain medication use.
The pain scores served as the dependent variable, and temperature, humidity, and atmospheric
pressure were the independent variables. The final sample (n = 31) included 11 subjects in the
masticatory muscle pain (MMP) group and 20 in the migraine headache (MH) group. The results
demonstrated a relationship between pain intensity and the weather variables, namely that there
was a negative association between atmospheric pressure and MMP pain intensity scores. There
was a positive association between atmospheric pressure and pain intensity scores in the MH
group. The results suggested that there are distinct temporal profiles between masticatory muscle
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pain and migraine pain that are influenced by weather changes. There were some noted
limitations, including the small sample size and the lack of power analysis, a disproportionate
number of female subjects, which did not allow for stratification by gender, and the lack of
consideration for individual characteristics and conditions that can influence one’s pain
perception.
Theoretical Foundations
There were two theoretical foundations that anchored this study: one rooted in biological
science and the other in nursing science. Incorporating both frameworks supported the purpose
this dissertation.
Biological Theory
The first was the concept that circadian rhythms are foundational to the biological
processes of all living things. These patterns have some variability, but they are not random, and
therefore have a predictable nature over the course of a 24-hour period, 7-day period, and a 12month period (Bellamy, Sothern, Campbell, & Buchanan, 2002). Biological rhythms are a
defining characteristic of homeostasis. Chronobiology is the study of these rhythms, the most
well-known of which are circadian rhythms (Arendt, 1998a, 1998b). Circadian rhythms are
defined as being “orchestrated by a central brain clock in coordination with peripheral clocks”
(Smolensky et al., 2015a, p. 3). Circadian rhythms can be detected at the cellular level through
hormones, receptors, and intra- or extracellular transmission (Junker & Wirz, 2010).
Medications’ pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics are affected by circadian rhythms, and
by the time of day of medication administration (Arendt, 1998a; Boscariol, Gilron, & Orr, 2007;
Junker & Wirz, 2010). The intensity of the pain experience is cyclic in nature and is also
influenced by circadian rhythms (Boscariol et al., 2007; Junker & Wirz, 2010). Some examples
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of this phenomenon include neuropathic pain, which is least intense in the morning, and then
builds in intensity as the day goes on, and rheumatoid arthritis (RA), which has been found to be
most painful for patients in the morning hours, with diminishing intensity by the mid-afternoon.
Postoperative pain, which shares some inflammatory similarities with rheumatoid
arthritis, also fluctuates according to this circadian rhythm (Boscariol et al., 2007). Osteoarthritis
(OA) is one of the main indications for joint replacement surgery. In OA, pain symptoms
generally worsen in the evening. The coexistence of RA (or the postoperative pain of joint
replacement surgery which can mimic the ebb and flow of pain intensity like RA) and OA can
result in a bimodal peak pain intensity (Smolensky et al., 2015b). Boscariol et al. (2007) discuss
the shift in the circadian cortisol cycle as a result of surgery. In a study of hysterectomy patients
and temporal patterns of pain intensity, participants experienced a peak cortisol level later in the
morning, whereas in non-surgical patients, the cortisol peak is usually early in the day, at
approximately 8 a.m. Chassard, Duflo, Bouvet and Boselli (2007) also discuss the disruption of
cortisol and other pain mediators, such as melatonin, in the postoperative phase after orthopedic
surgery. One strategy to better alleviate and more effectively treat a patient’s pain would be to
have a better understanding of circadian patterns of pain, as well as the circadian effects of
opioids or other analgesia (Junker & Wirz, 2010; Smolensky et al., 2015a, 2015b). This
dissertation begins to quantify the patterns that patients experience after surgery.
Nursing Theory
The data-information-knowledge-wisdom (DIKW) nursing conceptual framework
informs this dissertation. It was originally introduced by Graves and Corcoran (1989), and
included the concepts of data, information, and knowledge, along with the hierarchical interplay
between the three. With the 2008 American Nurses’ Association’s (ANA) revision of the Nursing
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Informatics Scope and Standards, the framework was expanded to include wisdom. Matney,
Brewster, Sward, Cloyes, and Staggers (2011) provide descriptions of each of the metaconcepts
and philosophical foundations of the framework.
Four Metaconcepts of the DIKW Framework
Data are the smallest units in the DIKW framework. They represent individual
observations and have little to no meaning without context. Information is what is known to be
true about a certain concept. Meaning is derived from context and structure. Therefore,
information is data plus meaning. The transformation of data into meaningful information segues
nicely with the transformation of information into knowledge. Knowledge is the formalization of
relationships, which is derived by detecting patterns among various types of information (Figure
1).
Matney and colleagues (2011) describe two types of knowledge: one being tacit and the
other explicit. Tactic knowledge is individualized, vague, and difficult to generalize. Explicit
knowledge is more structured, formalized, and generalizable, which lends itself to
operationalization. Wisdom, as defined by the ANA, is the appropriate use of knowledge to
manage and solve human problems. Wisdom is also a form of ethics, regarding why things
should or should not be done in practice. Wisdom is an internalization of understanding. Each
level of the DIKW framework demonstrates an increase in the degree and application of critical
thinking.
Philosophical Approach of the DIKW Framework
Matney and colleagues (2011) describe two seemingly contradictory epistemological
approaches, namely the objectivist approach of postpositivism and the interpretive approach of
Gadamerian hermeneutics, as providing the structural basis from which the DIKW framework
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functions. Postpositivist scientific theory has evolved to accept the significance of context in
understanding meaning. Postpositivism concedes that there are social aspects that cannot be
directly observed, although these “hidden” aspects are influential in the observable world. Proxy
measures are used to capture these effects. The postpositivist approach affirms that knowledge
comes from facts (data and information) and that these facts are observable and objective.
Postpositivism assumes that data, information, and knowledge can be created, stored, shared, and
reused. Therefore, data must be valid and generalizable, and the data must be clean and free of
individual or context-specific interpretation. One example that supports this is the cleaning
process of electronic health record (EHR) data prior to it being permanently stored in a clinical
data warehouse. To further expound on this, when a nurse documents a numeric pain score in the
EHR, it is considered an observation of care. It is a proxy measure for the degree of pain
intensity that the patient is experiencing at that moment. Information can then be generated
through the aggregation of these observations or data. Finally, knowledge is created, which is
based on data and information that is considered objective and free from the researcher’s
interpretation. An example of this would be the activation of a clinical support cascade, such as a
best practice advisory, based on a documented observation. Nursing wisdom is demonstrated
when the nurse weighs if the recommendation is appropriate for the patient, at that time and
circumstance.
The interpretive approach of constructivism focuses on discerning meaning through
language. Gadamerian hermeneutics is “based on the centrality of language and dialogue to
understanding the premise that language is bound to our history,” and it is also where subjective
ways of knowing take on a significant role. Two main tenets of Gadamerian hermeneutics that
are considered philosophically significant to the DIKW framework are the hermeneutic circle
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and the universality of hermeneutics. The concept central to the hermeneutic circle is that
understanding is reciprocal. The nursing process is a representation of the hermeneutic circle
through data collection, outcome measurement, evaluation and revision. The universality of
hermeneutics supports the use of standardized terminology regarding common human
experiences, which in turn allows for pattern discernment and communication of these patterns.
Tacit knowledge is grounded in Gadamerian hermeneutics and explicit knowledge in
postpositivism. The DIKW framework offers a bridge between both qualitative and quantitative
approaches, illustrating the complementary nature of both methods.
Postoperative Pain
Sigakis and Bittner (2015) describe the dynamic nature of pain by characterizing it in the
following way: “Pain may be acute, chronic, acute on chronic and arise from somatic, visceral,
neuropathic, and/or psychogenic sources” (p. 2468). After a total hip or total knee arthroplasty,
patients experience acute pain associated with the surgery itself. Common acute pain descriptors
include sharpness at the area of the incision, aching or spasms in the surrounding muscles,
tenderness on the opposite side of the body as a result of positioning during surgery, and
tightness or burning in the affected limb due to swelling. In the immediate postoperative phase,
there is often numbness and tingling that slowly resolves as the effects of the regional anesthesia
(i.e., nerve block) begin to subside. Patients often describe the limb as “heavy” and can become
concerned that they cannot move the leg under their own power. The anxiety surrounding this
perceived helplessness can further intensify the pain.
While the most urgent concern in the postoperative phase is to manage acute pain, it is
short-sighted to focus solely on that. Chronic pain, or persistent pain, affects 39.4 million people
in the United States, with reports of persistent pain being most prevalent in older adults aged 60
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years and older (Kennedy, Roll, Schraudner, Murphy, & McPherson, 2014). Those at risk for
persistent pain complaints include older adults, those who describe their health as fair to poor,
are obese, and those with depressive and anxious symptoms (Kennedy et al., 2014). Alterations
to people’s environments and routines as a result of the hospitalization can exacerbate existing
chronic pain, as is a result of the discontinuation of regular analgesia for persistent pain
conditions such as osteoarthritis in anticipation of surgery. Preoperative pain, whether it is acute
or chronic, is a significant predictor of postoperative pain (Lavand’homme, 2017; Werner,
Mjobo, Nielsen, & Rudin, 2010).
There are misperceptions surrounding the administration of opioid pain medications to
older adults that may be shared by patients, their families, and healthcare personnel alike.
Healthcare professionals, including prescribers, may perceive that the risk of administering
narcotics is greater than the derived benefit of those medications. One primary area of concern
among healthcare providers is that the administration of narcotic pain medications will contribute
to postoperative confusion. DeCrane et al. (2014) suggest that it is the under-treatment of pain
that contributes to postoperative confusion in older adults rather than opioids, and that elderly
patients with higher levels of pain are at a greater risk for developing postoperative delirium.
Other shared stereotypes and beliefs about the pain experience of older adults are that the
elderly experience less pain than younger people; that pain is a condition of aging and it should
be expected and tolerated; that if one admits to having pain, it is likely a precursor to a more
serious illness including death; and that the interventions to address or explore the source of the
pain may lead to a loss of dignity or autonomy (Briggs, 2003; Coker et al., 2010; Coker et al.,
2008; Sigakis & Bittner, 2015; Wilson, 2007; Yu & Petrini, 2007). Fillingim (2005) described
how older adults may have an increased pain threshold to that of younger adults, but older
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adults’ pain tolerance is markedly less. There is disparity in the management of pain in older
adult patients than with younger patients (Cavalieri, 2005; Coker et al., 2010; Herr, 2010).
Hwang and Platts-Mills (2013) state that older adults who present to the emergency room for
complaints of acute pain are 20% less likely to be treated for this complaint than younger
patients and are often discharged from the emergency room still in pain.
There are differences in the pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of medications in
older adults than those observed in younger people, including differences in sensitivity,
tolerance, response, side effects, and drug metabolism (Hwang & Platts-Mills, 2013; Sigakis &
Bittner, 2015), which emphasizes the importance of ongoing assessment by healthcare personnel
and the individualization of the plan of care. The advice of starting with smaller doses of opioids
and advancing them slowly is prudent, considering that older adults are at an increased risk of
adverse events due to physiological changes, chronic conditions, and medication interactions. In
2015, the American Geriatrics Society (AGS) updated the Beers Criteria for Potentially
Inappropriate Medications in Older Adults. These recommendations can guide practitioners
when making prescriptive decisions pertaining to older adults and including those with certain
diseases or conditions (Radcliff et al., 2015). According to the 2015 AGS guidelines, many
medications that are generally prescribed for pain management in the postoperative patient
should be avoided in older adults. These medications include ketorolac, non-cyclooxygenaseselective NSAIDs, and skeletal muscle relaxants (Radcliff et al., 2015). (Note: Anecdotally, it is
the observation of this investigator that when presented with a choice, practitioners would prefer
to administer a non-narcotic medication such as ketorolac to an older adult with healthy kidney
function because this medication [i.e., the potential side effects] seems “safer” than narcotics). It
should be noted that opioids are to be avoided in patients with a history of fracture or falls, but
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the recommendation is that opioids are not to be withheld for pain management of those patients
who have sustained a recent fracture or joint replacement surgery (Radcliff et al., 2015). There
are other evidence-based sources to aid in devising pain treatment plans for older adults
including The World Health Organization’s (WHO) Analgesic Ladder, the clinical practice
guidelines from the American Pain Society (APS), and the recommendations from the American
Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA).
Junker and Wirz (2010) advocate for an individualized pain regimen that is flexible,
given the fluctuating nature of pain. It is this investigator’s experience that pain management is
driven by a predetermined EHR standardized order sets in the elective orthopedic patient
population. Most adult patients who are admitted for hip or knee arthroplasties are prescribed 5
mg of oral oxycodone for mild or moderate pain, 10mg of oxycodone for severe pain, and 5 mg
of oxycodone as a “rescue” dose for breakthrough pain. These are all ordered as pro re nata
(PRN), with a frequency of every four hours. So, conceivably, the patient can receive a dose of
oxycodone every two hours. In addition, patients are also prescribed Tylenol and Celebrex.
Intraarticular injections are used in the operating room, with an expected efficacy of 24 to 72
hours. While it is possible to modify existing order sets, in a high volume orthopedic institution
(approximately 150 total hip and total replacement surgeries per month), the standard of care (i.e
oxycodone 5 mg/10 mg/5 mg) is initially ordered and then adjustments are made by the pain
practitioners if those doses are determined to be ineffective at managing pain and/or the side
effects are too great.
On October 4, 2018, the study site introduced a postoperative opioid-sparing protocol.
This new pain management program is used for opioid-naïve patients and includes a greater
reliance on non-steroidal anti-inflammatory medications, acetaminophen, pregabalin, ice therapy,
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muscle relaxants and tramadol, with medications being used throughout all phases of care,
including the preoperative, perioperative, and postoperative settings. Opioids, such as
oxycodone, are used sparingly, and only in cases when the pain cannot be managed with the
opioid-sparing multimodal protocol.
Secondary Data Analysis
Access to electronic health record data offers many opportunities for the nurse researcher
to contribute to patient care and advance nursing science. Goodwin, VanDyne, Lin and Talbert
(2003) describe data mining as an opportunity to building nursing knowledge directly from
clinical practice data. This methodology is not without challenges, including issues of patient
privacy and data security; interfacing and language discrepancies as a result of differing
electronic health records; missing data as a result of omissions or workarounds; the loss of
context, or the patient experience, when using some structured (e.g., flowsheet) data; and the
inaccessibility of unstructured data fields such as notes, which do not generally allow for
analyses (Goodwin et al., 2003; Samuels, McGrath, Fetzer, Mittal & Bourgoine, 2015; Seaman et
al., 2017; Torda & Tinoco, 2013). Lesley and Shmerling (2015) report that the United States
healthcare system generates an incredible amount of data each year in both structured and
unstructured formats. Big Data is a phrase that can describe these vast volumes of data that
emerge from various technological sources (i.e., sensors, electronic health records, etc). Big Data
does not only refer to the size or volume of the data but to other characteristics including variety,
velocity, veracity, and value. In Big Data thinking, there is a shift to querying the data at the
point of use rather than at the point of collection (Brennan & Bakken, 2015). Given the
abundance of data, it is necessary for the nurse researcher to be sure that the results of such
analyses using large amounts of transformed electronic health record data are statistically
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significant and have a clinically meaningful effect size (Doolan & Froehlicher, 2009). Data
visualization methods are useful in elucidating trends and discerning underlying patterns when
analyzing large, multivariate data sets often with non-comparable measurement units, as is often
experienced when analyzing electronic health record data sets (Docherty, Vorderstrausse,
Brandon, & Johnson, 2018). It is important to acknowledge that EHR data, when being used for
a retrospective analysis, do not meet the definition of Big Data.
Summary

This review of the literature describes a variety of studies that have been conducted
previously in which determining the timing of peak pain intensity was undertaken. Articles on
the pain experience of older adults were also reviewed. Secondary data analysis is generally used
with survey data and in Big Data applications. However, it is not unreasonable to use this
methodology with EHR data studies as well, although there are a few notable differences.
Finally, the DIKW nursing theory was reviewed. This theory is typically used in informatics
studies that use small data elements, which are ultimately transformed through the application of
nursing knowledge. The results and findings of this dissertation study will contribute to the
existing nursing literature on these topics.
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Chapter Three: Methods
Introduction
This chapter includes an overview of the dissertation purpose, the study design, the
process for obtaining the data set, explanation of the selected variables, a description of the
sample, the ethical considerations of the study, and the analyses to be conducted. This will serve
as a road map for future replication studies of the same patient population, or in other cohorts of
patients in which determining temporal patterns of pain is desired.
Purpose
The purpose of this descriptive study was to explore the temporal and situational patterns
of pain and associated medication administration in an older adult population (65 years of age
and older) who had undergone a primary hip or knee replacement surgery. For this secondary
analysis, a large data set was extracted from the electronic health records (EHRs) of patients
admitted from September 30, 2015, to September 28, 2018. Variables related to pain reports and
medication interventions were described as they were associated with internal (demographic
characteristics) and external contexts (time conventions and hospital proxy time intervals coded
for analysis such as nursing shift). This very specific timeframe was chosen to examine pain
patterns prior to the initiation of the opioid-sparing protocol that was adopted by the orthopedic
service at the study site in early October 2018. The primary aim of the study was to identify and
describe the patterns of pain reported on orthopedic postoperative hospital units to determine
temporal cycles and/or precursors to pain experienced by older adults that are not sequentially
related to the surgical procedure. The secondary aim was to describe predictors of time-of-day,
day-of-week, or month/season specific increases in older patients’ reports of surgical pain in
order to tailor interventions for older adults’ environmentally induced hospital pain. Visually
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examining the relationships between various patient demographic characteristics, frequency of
medication administration in the context of 12-hour shifts (both day and night), day-of-the week
and month-of-the-year schema, and the frequency of pain medication use during the
postoperative course may provide some additional insight in the postoperative pain experience of
older adults who have undergone elective large joint replacement surgery.
Data Reuse Validation
The adoption, integration, and interfacing of various data sources in healthcare requires
that the inconsistencies or inaccuracies that may emerge when comparing data elements across
disparate systems be identified and addressed. This is necessary to optimize the shareable and
comparable nature of the data to ensure clinical relevance. Norris and Neslon (2016) discuss the
importance of data validation in determining the reliability and integrity of EHR data. There are
three types of data validation including internal, intrinsic, and external. Intrinsic validation is
achieved through system configurations and designs intended to avoid data entry errors. Internal
data validation is preparing data for clinical use, decision making or reporting. External
validation is the review of data by an outside auditor to ensure the integrity of the data. The
authors describe the systematic process for internal data validation and provide a catalog of
resultant data issues.
Data validation supports analytics and research by ensuring that the data is trusted,
accurate and able to be replicated. The code book developed for this study included the userfacing sections of the EHR where the data elements were extracted from in order to aid in
replication and validation for future studies. However, it should be noted that the data elements
selected for the actual temporal analysis are expected to be universal (e.g., the medication
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administration record and the documentation of the numeric pain score) and EHR agnostic
(Appendix C).
Research Question
The primary research question was, “Are there patterns of post-surgical pain after joint
replacement surgery?” Additional questions were intended to explore time-related constructs
(e.g., time of day, day of week, month, unit routines) and/or patient characteristics (i.e., surgical
procedure, age) that may impact or influence the frequency and intensity of postoperative pain
reported by older adults following orthopedic surgery. Adequate pain control after orthopedic
surgery is important for a variety of reasons, including achieving excellent clinical outcomes and
ensuring a positive patient experience.
This data query focused on the pain medication administrations in the postoperative
phase of care. Twenty-one variables were used from the data set. These variables were either
extracted from the EHR through the clinical data warehouse query or calculated using formulas
in Excel (Appendix C). The following research questions guided a descriptive exploration of
potential pain patterns in the postoperative phase of care. The three categories that were used to
organize the following questions included Temporality and Pain, Pain Phenotype, and Pain and
Outcomes.
Temporality and Pain:
1. Are there any patterns in the frequency of pain medication administrations within a 24hour day?
2. Are there any patterns in the frequency of pain medication administrations based on the
month of the year?
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3. Are there any patterns in the frequency of pain medication administrations based on the
day of the week?
4. Are there any patterns in the frequency of pain medication administrations based on the
12-hour nursing shift?
Pain Phenotype:
5. Are there any differences in the patterns of pain medication administrations in patients
who had hip replacement surgeries versus knee replacement surgeries, and if so, can that
be demonstrated visually?
Pain, Time, and Organizational Outcome Metrics
6. Can the average postoperative pain score, surgical procedure, and the average length of
stay be demonstrated visually?
Assumptions
There are several assumptions that were made regarding the integrity of the data and
analyses. First, the data analyst at the study site compiled the requested variables into a
deidentified data set, which was given to this researcher in an Excel spreadsheet. Second, a
structured method of data preparation, which included transforming and recoding variables, was
used. Third, the extracted data set contained the numeric labels used by the data analyst for some
categorical variables. This researcher adopted the same labeling for analyses. While Taichman
and colleagues (2016) proposed that deidentified clinical trial data be shared to support the data
transparency initiative, this data set of electronic health record data will not be made available to
researchers outside of the study site. Fourth, it was expected that there would be complete data
for most variables requested, as they are considered essential documentation in the EHR. This
compliance was ensured by a “hard stop,” requiring that the necessary information be entered
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prior to the clinician continuing documentation activities. One notable exception to this is the
documentation of the pain scores. The nursing standard at the study site is that pain assessment is
conducted every shift (i.e., every 12 hours) at a minimum and that a pain score is documented
prior to pain medication administration. Pain medication administrations must be followed by a
pain reassessment score in the proper interval based on route. For example, oral pain medications
were assessed within 45-60 minutes after administration. There are no “hard stops” associated
with this activity, so it was possible that a pain medication was given without a pain assessment
and/or a pain reassessment being documented, or it might not have been done in the correct
timeframe. Next, if there was a missing pain reassessment during the overnight hours (i.e.,
midnight to 5 a.m.), it may be because the pain reassessment is documented as “patient
sleeping.” This information cannot be extracted as it is in narrative form, and the query retrieved
numerical pain scores from the flowsheet. It was anticipated that a missing pain reassessment
during the day and/or evening shift was less likely related to the notation “patient sleeping,” The
recorded pain scores in the EHR are those actually reported by the patients and not augmented by
the staff (e.g., if a patient reports “moderate” pain but does not provide a number, that staff will
not record a numeric pain rating of six). Frequencies of pain medication administration were
calculated by the hour. This was based on a 24-hour clock, in the following interval
configuration: 0000 to 0059, 0100 to 0159, and so on. Finally, pro re nata (PRN) pain medication
administrations were used as a proxy measure for pain. As a matter of practice at the study site,
patients were educated and instructed on the indication for PRN pain medications, and how these
medicines are to be requested in the condition of escalating pain intensity.
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Research Design
This study design was exploratory and descriptive. This was accomplished through
retrospective secondary analysis of electronic health record data from a large, urban academic
health system, which includes an orthopedic hospital specializing in elective and traumatic (i.e.,
fractures) surgical joint replacements and repair. Secondary analyses (SA) of large data sets
allow researchers to study high-impact questions that would be difficult to assess prospectively.
This study used SA to give an overarching view of the phenomena of interest with many records
available answer research questions assuring matters of rigor, ethics and analysis (Smith et al.,
2011). It is important to note that there are inherent limitations to SA and variables of interest
must be re-coded to reflect a relevant proxy. In this study, pain medication administrations are
used as a proxy measure for pain. The rationale is that patients will not request pain medications
if they are not experiencing discomfort or pain.
Participants and Sampling
The inclusion criteria for the study were: adults aged 65 years and older; patients who
were admitted to and discharged from the orthopedic hospital only; patients who were admitted
to and discharged from the general surgical floors only; and patients who had undergone a single
or bilateral primary hip or knee arthroplasty. The exclusion criteria were: patients who were less
than 65 years of age on the day of surgery; patients who had their pain assessed with pain
assessment instruments other than the Numeric Pain Rating Scale; patients who were admitted
for joint replacement as a result of an infection, fall or other trauma; patients who were admitted
to the Special Care Unit at any point during their admission; and patients who participated in the
hospital’s Same Day Discharge program. It was anticipated that the sample size for the study
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would exceed 5,000 subjects, with dozens of pain administrations and pain scores recorded over
the course of each individual’s hospitalization.
Data Collection Procedures
A deidentified data set was generated with the assistance of a specialized data extraction
service at the study site. Included in the data set were adults aged 65 years of age and older, who
underwent a single or bilateral primary total hip(s) or primary total knee(s) replacement surgery
between September 30, 2015, to September 28, 2018, and were admitted to and discharged from
the inpatient units at the orthopedic hospital site. The study hospital reports over 300 knee and
hip surgeries per month. An estimate of three years of extracted data were approximately 3,600
surgeries per year. Estimating that half of these surgeries were in patients 65 years of age and
older, it was expected that the number of encounters to be evaluated, sorted, coded and analyzed
would exceed 5,000. The final transformed and recoded data set was comprised of 4,935 surgical
encounters, 36,325 pain medication administrations, and 17,264 pain scores. Each pain
medication administration and pain score were the independent units of analyses for this study.
The data set included nominal and ordinal demographic variables as well as longitudinal
data associated with each patient’s length of stay on the inpatient unit. The continuous variables
included time and date information for discrete pain rating scores and pain medication
administrations. Pain medication administrations also included the medication name and route of
administration. These individual observations were extracted from flowsheets and the mediation
administration record. The patient served as the index, with multiple observations associated
with each patient over the course of the admission.
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Data Analysis Procedures
Descriptive statistics were used to evaluate the patient characteristics, as well as the
number of doses of medications administered during the patients’ stay on the postoperative unit,
up to the time of discharge. The focus of this research was on the number of administrations of
scheduled and PRN medications administered during the patients’ stay. The pain medication
administration data were examined for trends and patterns related to administration and
prescribing using temporal conventions including a 24-hour day, 7-day-a-week, 12-months of the
year, in-hospital postoperative course (e.g., postoperative day one, postoperative day two, etc.)
and proxy time/day intervals for other rhythms and unit activities. Visualization software was
used to display the data so that any additional patterns that may not have been be accounted for
in the descriptive statistics results, such as time of unit routines and pain medication
administrations, could be elucidated.
Ethical Considerations
An exempt Institutional Review Board (IRB) determination was obtained from the study
site as well as the investigator’s college. Formal consent was not feasible in this retrospective
review of medical records, and the data set was deidentified.
Summary
A data set was extracted from the EHR query based on inclusion criteria. Various
analyses were conducted to explore the relationship of time and postoperative pain through the
evaluation of pain medication administrations. Demographic variables were collected and
analyzed in the SPSS program. Tableau Software was used to create postoperative pain data
stories through visualizations.
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Chapter Four: Findings
Introduction
The primary purpose of this dissertation was to explore temporal patterns of pain after
elective joint replacement surgery. A data set of electronic heath record (EHR) data, including
nursing flowsheet data, was extracted by a data analyst at the study site. The data were analyzed
to evaluate potential trends and patterns related to analgesic medication administration and pain
scores over various categorized periods of time. Data quality assessment methods were
undertaken to ensure a transformed and recoded data set prior to analysis. Multiple software
programs were used to conduct various aspects of the analyses and create the visualizations.
Obtaining and Preparing Electronic Health Record Data for Reuse in Research
Once Institutional Review Board (IRB) exemption had been obtained (Appendix D), the
data request created by this researcher was processed by the data analysis and data extraction
arm of the Population Health Department at the study site. The data analyst assigned to perform
the extraction of the selected variables specialized in working with the orthopedics department.
An iterative series of phone calls, emails and discussions about the content and layout of the
requested data set took place with this researcher and the analyst over a two-week period. The
final multi-sheet data set was exported in Excel. The first sheet contained demographic
information. The remaining sheets included pain scores and pain medication administrations that
were ordered in a manner representing patient flow through the various phases of care during an
inpatient admission (e.g., PACU Pain Scores, Post PACU Medications).
One of the main criticisms of re-using electronic health record data in research is its
quality. Since EHR data is not collected specifically for research purposes and is entered by
multiple providers in a variety of settings and conditions, the quality can be called into question.
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Therefore, it is essential that the data set be transformed and recoded to the appropriate level for
the variables prior to beginning any analyses. While there is no standardized, systematic
approach to assessing data quality presently, a review by Weiskopf and Weng (2013) on the
dimensions and methods for assessing the quality of electronic health record data for reuse in
clinical research was used to guide the data quality assessment of this data set.
Data Quality Dimensions.
Weiskopf and Weng (2013) identify five common data quality dimensions, although they specify
that three dimensions are considered to be foundational to EHR data quality, which are
mentioned below.
Correctness. This is evaluating if EHR data are true. Comparing the data set to a gold

standard such as a physical chart, patient interview, or direct data entry can establish correctness.
Another method for determining correctness is to look for agreement among elements in the data
set through triangulation. Finally, validity checks can be conducted by reviewing changes of
sequential data over time.
Completeness. This dimension is similar to correctness; however, completeness examines

the presence or absence of data elements in the EHR data set. It is the equivalent of sensitivity. In
addition to the gold standard and triangulation methods described above, researchers can query
or ascertain how much data is missing for a specific element.
Currency. This dimension can also be referred to as timeliness. “Data were considered
current if they are recorded in the EHR within a reasonable period of time following
measurement or, alternatively, if they were representative of a patient state at a desired time of
interest” (Weiskopf & Weng, 2013, p. 147). Currency is evaluated through log reviews.
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Data Quality Assessment Methodology.
The following methods were used to assess the data quality for each of the dimensions
previously discussed. A deidentified data set poses a series of challenges in implementing several
of the methods. Modifications to these approaches are discussed.
Gold Standard. Physical paper charts, patient interviews, contact with treating physicians

and surgeons, or questionnaires are cited as gold standards in data quality assessment. This data
set was deidentified and was not considered to be human subject research by the IRB. Therefore,
contacting patients directly, or reviewing their medical record to verify data elements, was not
feasible. Rather, this researcher created queries in Excel that returned results demonstrating
disagreement between elements, specifically those in violation of the inclusion criteria. For
example, patients who spent any portion of their hospitalization in the Special Care Unit (SCU)
were identified through a query and removed from the data set. The cross-checking and
triangulation of the data elements within the data set itself created a de-facto gold standard for
this study, with 4,935 surgical encounters included in the assessment.
Data Element Agreement. Two or more elements within the data set are compared to see if

they report the same information. Queries in Excel were again utilized to achieve this. Admission
dates and times were compared where they were repeated elements, as were admission and
discharge information specific to each phase of care and their paired sheets (i.e., PACU Pain
Meds, PACU Pain Score). Instances of disagreement were reviewed individually.
Element Presence. This involved evaluating whether expected data elements were present.

Missing data were coded as NULL in the data set. SPSS was used to determine the frequency of
missingness. Patterns of missingness were also considered. Certain variables such as body mass
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index (BMI) and estimated blood loss (EBL) were data missing completely at random, whereas
the missing pain scores from 2015 to mid-2017 were data not missing at random. In this case, the
survey tool for pain scores was not available for the EHR prior to May 2017. Given the
exploratory, descriptive nature of this study, statistical tests to address missing data were not
undertaken.
Data Source Agreement. Data elements in the data set are compared to another source to

see if they agree. In this study, information about length of stay (LOS) was provided by the
Finance Department at the study site, and this was cross-referenced to the LOS calculated for the
sample. This was the only external information available for this type of comparison.
Distribution Agreement. Summary statistics of the aggregated data set were compared to

the expected distributions. While certain initiatives such as the Centers for Medicare and
Medicare Services Comprehensive Care for Joint Replacement (CMS CJR) and the Knee Injury
and Osteoarthritis Outcomes Score (KOOS) do collect data pre- and post-discharge (e.g., 90days post discharge) pain data, the existing literature does not discuss certain aspects of the acute
postoperative pain experience such as median pain score or average number of pain medication
administrations during a postsurgical hospitalization. A systematic review of postoperative pain
after total knee arthroplasty reported mean pain scores at various intervals in the immediate
postoperative phase of care (6 hours, 24 hours, at rest and during movement) was also
considered. However, the randomized clinical trial protocols did not reflect the practice
interventions that are used in care delivery at the study site (Karlsen et al., 2017). Currently,
there is no existing data set that specifically includes nursing flowsheet data (pain flowsheets,
medication administration records) or temporal patterns of pain from which to calculate
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distributions and examine relationships. Nevertheless, measures of central tendency, dispersion,
histograms, frequencies, and proportions were calculated in SPSS for this sample.
Validity Check. Various techniques are used to see if the data seem plausible. Each

variable (column) was reviewed in Excel through filter and sort functions by hand. The variables
that required the most scrutiny included those that were manually entered, such as EBL and
BMI. Most of the other variables were system-generated date and time stamps through the
transfer from one phase of care to the next, or the scanning of medications using bar code
technology. Pain scores are manually entered by clinicians, but there is a pre-determined list
from 0-10. It would not be possible or expected to see a recorded pain score of 20, for example.
However, a BMI of 9 kg/m2 could be calculated if the weight was entered in the vital statistics
field incorrectly as there is no acceptable range defined for that field.
Log Review. The date/time stamp information for actual data entry practices was

reviewed. Time and date information was associated with multiple variables, including
admission date and time, discharge date and time, recorded pain score date and time, date and
time associated with transitions from one phase of care to the next, and pain medication
administration dates and times. The log for each of these variables, comparing action time versus
file time, was not available.
Four sheets from the entire data set were used. These included the Base, PACU Pain
Score, Post PACU Pain Score, and Post PACU Medications sheets from the Excel file.
Sample Demographics
The data set included surgical encounters for patients 65 years and older undergoing
primary joint replacement surgery (either single-joint or bilateral-joints) who were admitted from
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September 30, 2015, to September 28, 2018. The data set included a final sample size of 4,935
surgical encounters. This represents 4,803 unique individuals, with 131 of those patients
undergoing two joint replacement surgeries at separate times during the study period. One patient
had three total joint replacement surgeries during the study period.
The average age for the sample population was 72.55 years, with a median age of 71
years, and a range of 65 to 94 years of age. Female patients represented the majority with 67.8%
(n = 3,347) of the study sample. Fifty-three percent of the patients were married (n = 2,618), with
single (n = 853) and widowed (n = 856) patients comprising an additional 34.6% of the sample.
Nineteen race designations were reported, with White (70.2%), African American (12.8%), and
Other (12.4%), representing 95.4% of the patients. Thirty-six different religions were endorsed,
with more than half being Catholic (35.4%) or Jewish (21.1%). Diagnoses of unilateral primary
osteoarthritis, specific to joint and laterality, (left hip, 17.6%; right hip, 23.1%; left knee, 23.2%;
right knee, 26%) represented 89.9% of the admission diagnoses (Demographics 1 – 6).
Demographic 1
Age
65-69
70-74
75-79
80-84
85-89
90-94
Total

Frequency
1,814
1,476
982
483
165
15
4,935

Percent
36.8
29.9
19.9
9.8
3.3
0.3
100.0
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Demographic 2
Gender
Female
Male
Total

Frequency
3,347
1,588
4,935

Percent
67.8
32.2
100.0

Frequency
2,618
853
856
608

Percent
53.0
17.3
17.3
12.4

4,935

100.0

Demographic 3
Marital Status
Married
Single
Widowed
Unspecified
divorced, legally
separated, other,
partner, significant
other, unknown
Total
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Demographic 4
Race
African American
(Black)
Other Race
White
Asian, Asian
Unspecified, Asian
Indian, Bangladeshi,
Chinese, Filipino,
Japanese, Korean,
Laotian, Native
American, Other
Pacific Islander,
Pakistani, Pt.
Refused, Thai,
Unknown,
Vietnamese
Total

Frequency
632

Percent
12.8

614
3,463
226

12.4
70.2
4.6

4,935

100.0
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Demographic 5
Religion
Catholic
Jewish
Unspecified, Agnostic, Anglican, Atheist,
Baptist, Buddhist, Christian, Christian
Scientist, Congregational, Coptic,
Disciples of Christ, Episcopal, Ethical
Humanist, Evangelical/Born Again, Greek
Orthodox, Hindu, Holiness, Jehovah’s
Witness, Lutheran, Methodist, Mormon,
Muslim, Nazarene, Non-Denominational,
None, Other, Pt. Refused, Pentecostal,
Presbyterian, Protestant, Quaker, Russian
Orthodox, Seventh Day Adventist, Sikh,
Taoism, Unitarian Universalist, Unknown,
Wiccan
Total

Frequency
1,746
1,040
2,786

Percent
35.4
21.1
43.5

4,935

100.0
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Demographic 6
Admitting Diagnoses
Unilateral primary osteoarthritis, left hip
Unilateral primary osteoarthritis, left knee
Unilateral primary osteoarthritis, right hip
Unilateral primary osteoarthritis, right knee
Bilateral primary osteoarthritis of hip;
bilateral primary osteoarthritis of knee;
osteoarthritis of knee, unspecified; other
unilateral secondary arthritis of hip; other
unilateral secondary osteoarthritis of knee;
unilateral osteoarthritis resulting from hip
dysplasia, left hip; unilateral osteoarthritis,
resulting from hip dysplasia, right hip;
unilateral post-traumatic osteoarthritis, left
hip; unilateral post-traumatic osteoarthritis,
left knee; unilateral post-traumatic
osteoarthritis, right hip; unilateral posttraumatic osteoarthritis, right knee
Total

Frequency
867
1,143
1,139
1,282
504

Percent
17.6
23.2
23.1
26.0
10.1

4,935

100.0

Temporal Characteristics of the Sample
To begin laying the groundwork for later analyses to determine if temporal patterns exist,
it was necessary to provide information about the surgical encounters themselves and to place
them in the context of time-related designations such as weekday, month, and season. Only
elective surgeries were included in this data set. These were scheduled surgeries, with the bulk of
admissions taking place Monday through Friday, and occasionally on Saturdays. The day of
admission was the day of surgery. No surgeries took place on Sunday. Tuesdays (n = 1,132) and
Fridays (n = 1,092) were the days with the largest case volume. Saturdays had the lowest volume
of surgeries (n = 255), although not every Saturday was considered a “surgical Saturday.”
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Therefore, Mondays had the lightest regularly scheduled surgical volume (n = 590). The months
of May (n = 471), June (n = 465), April (n = 456) and September (n = 448) represent 28.2% of
all admissions. Spring and Summer surgeries account for 53.7% of all admissions
(Demographics 7-10).
Demographic 7
Day of the Week - Admission
Frequency Percent
Monday
590
12.0
Tuesday
1,132
22.9
Wednesday
1,018
20.6
Thursday
848
17.2
Friday
1,092
22.1
Saturday
255
5.2
Total
4,935
100.0
Demographic 8
Month - Admission
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Total

Frequency Percent
371
7.5
373
7.6
418
8.5
456
9.2
471
9.5
465
9.4
427
8.7
413
8.4
448
9.1
386
7.8
388
7.9
319
6.5
4,935
100.0
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Demographic 9
Seasonality of Surgeries
Frequency
Winter
1,063
Spring
1,345
Summer
1,305
Autumn
1,221
Total
4,935

Percent
21.5
27.3
26.4
24.7
100.0

Demographic 10
Surgery Count by Month and Year
2015
2016
Month January
94
February
107
March
99
April
130
May
120
June
119
July
106
August
99
September
6
130
October
128
115
November
105
117
December
90
108
329
1,344
Total

2017
113
130
154
152
146
164
143
151
156
143
166
121
1,739

2018
164
136
165
174
205
182
178
163
156

1,523

The average length of stay for this sample was 2.61 days, with a postoperative length of
stay ranging from 1 day to 20 days. In total, 41.9% of the patients were discharged on
postoperative day 2, and 86.6% of the patients were discharged by postoperative day 3. Fridays
(n =1,089), Thursdays (n = 1,029), and Sundays (n = 719) see the greatest number of discharges.
Incidentally, Friday was the second busiest day for admissions as well. June had the greatest
number of discharges (n = 472), while April (n = 465) and May (n = 466) were essentially the
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same. This tracked with the admission data presented previously, with some slight differences
accounting for those admissions at the end of the preceding month that were carried over. Most
patients were discharged home (80.7%) with home care services or self-care only (Demographics
11-14).
Demographic 11
Postoperative Day Designation at Time of Discharge
Frequency Percent
1
1136
23.0
2
2066
41.9
3
1069
21.7
4
338
6.8
5
168
3.4
6
86
1.7
7
39
0.8
8
14
0.3
9
9
0.2
10
5
0.1
11
1
0.0
12
1
0.0
14
1
0.0
19
1
0.0
20
1
0.0
Total
4,935
100.0
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Demographic 12
Day of Week - Discharge
Frequency Percent
Sunday
719
14.6
Monday
579
11.7
Tuesday
323
6.5
Wednesday
529
10.7
Thursday
1,029
20.9
Friday
1,089
22.1
Saturday
667
13.5
Total
4,935
100.0
Demographic 13
Month - Discharge
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Total

Frequency Percent
340
6.9
370
7.5
413
8.4
465
9.4
466
9.4
472
9.6
433
8.8
403
8.2
458
9.3
379
7.7
390
7.9
346
7.0
4,935
100.0
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Demographic 14
Discharge Disposition
Acute Rehab
Facility
Home-Under
Care of Home
Health Services
Home or SelfCare
Hospice Care;
Left AMA;
Short-Term
General
Hospital
Skilled Nursing
Facility
Total

Frequency
161

Percent
3.3

3,863

74.6

302

6.1

8

0.2

781

15.8

4,935

100.0

Surgical Specifics of the Sample
There were 17 specific procedure codes that could be collectively referred to as “joint
replacement” surgery. These procedure codes were subsequently assigned to four main
categories: hip replacement, bilateral hip replacement, knee replacement, and bilateral knee
replacement. There were 2,797 knee replacement surgeries (single and bilateral) and 2,138 hip
replacement surgeries (single and bilateral). Regional anesthesia, which can include epidurals
spinal anesthesia or nerve block, was used in 85.2% of the cases. The mean body mass index
(BMI) for the sample was 30.01 kg/m2. The median American Society of Anesthesiologists
(ASA) score for this sample was 2 (n = 2,382). The ASA scoring is from 1 to 6, with escalating
risks associated with surgery. An anesthesiologist assesses patients and reviews their chart
preoperatively to determine the appropriate score. A score of 2 indicates mild to moderate
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systemic disease that is well controlled. This is consistent with patients who have been medically
optimized prior to undergoing elective surgical procedures (Demographics 15-17).
Demographic 15
Surgical Procedure Groups
Frequency Percent
Hip
2,133
43.2
Replacement
Bilateral Hip
5
0.1
Replacement
Knee
2,742
55.6
Replacement
Bilateral Knee
55
1.1
Replacement
Total
4,935
100.0
Demographic 16
Anesthesia Type
Unspecified
Block
Combined
SpinalEpidural
General
General A-line
Monitored
Anesthesia
Care (IV
Sedation)
Regional
(Spinal/
Epidural/
Block)
Spinal
Total

Frequency Percent
7
0.1
1
0.0
1
0.0

501
1
4

10.2
0.0
0.1

4,207

85.2

213
4,935

4.3
100.0
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Demographic 17
ASA Score
Frequency
Healthy Patient
51
Mild to moderate
2,382
systemic disease,
medically well
controlled
Severe disease which 2,104
limits activity but is
not incapacitating
Severe incapacitating 150
disease that is a
constant threat to life
Total
4,687
Missing System
248
Total
4,935

Percent
1.0
48.3

42.6

3.0

95.0
5.0
100.0

Analyses
The primary research question of this study was to discern if temporal patterns of pain
after joint replacement surgery in adults aged 65 years and older were observable. This was
accomplished through data visualization. There were a variety of temporal patterns that were
evaluated, including hour of the day, day of the week, month of the year, year, and nursing shift.
Pain medication administration served as the proxy measure for pain. Each pain medication and
pain score were independently observed units of analysis. The premise behind this decision was
that patients who are experiencing pain will ask for pain-relieving medications, whereas patients
who are not having pain will not make this request. Pro re nata (PRN) pain medications are those
ordered to be given as the patient needs and requests them. In this analysis, PRN medications
include opioids and other categories of analgesia that are not given on a regular schedule. There
are various methods for analyzing longitudinal outcomes for large data sets of electronic health
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record data in addition to data visualization, such as deep learning methods or the use of more
sophisticated analysis techniques such as structural equation modeling using maximum
likelihood or Bayesian estimation with latent growth models (Kim, Huh, Zhou, & Mun, 2020).
This researcher’s decision to conduct the study analyses using visualization was based on a few
factors, outlined in a systematic review of data visualization and electronic health record data by
West, Borland, and Hammond (2015). The authors describe the importance of using temporal
data in visualizing the aggregate that is complementary to the longitudinal nature of electronic
health record data; presenting large amounts of data in a single view; and to be cognizant of how
much data can be displayed to ensure meaningful pattern recognition. Consequently, this
approach was an appropriate fit for the type of data and the research questions.
Time of Day and Pain Medication Administration Pattern
A visualization was created to examine the frequency of all pain medication
administrations over a 24-hour period. Four times of peak pain administration were revealed at 6
a.m., 9 a.m., 5 p.m., and 9 p.m. This was an encouraging initial finding, although not entirely
unexpected as these peak times also correspond to medication administration routines at the
study site. To determine if the periods of peak pain medication administration were related to
scheduled pain medications (e.g., Neurontin), which are given routinely and around the clock, or
PRN pain medications that are requested at times of escalating pain intensity, a more granular
visualization was created. Interestingly, peak administration times for both scheduled and PRN
pain medications followed the same pattern. It is also notable that nearly twice as many PRN
medications (n = 22,763) were administered as scheduled pain medications (n = 13,028) during
the study period (see Visualizations 1a, 1b, Table 1).
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Visualization 1a
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Visualization 1b

Day of the Week and Pain Administration Patterns
A visualization called a “spaghetti chart” was created to examine the frequency of all
pain medication administrations over a 7-day period and examine if each day of the week
replicated the peaks that were noted in the hourly bar chart visualizations above (Visualizations
1a, 1b). The pattern of peak times at 6 a.m., 9 a.m., 5 p.m. and 9 p.m. were also observed in the
weekday visualizations. There were some differences in amplitude and trajectory, which could
likely be attributed to surgical volume. These differences were explored further in the subsequent
visualizations specific to each day of the week, with distinctions made between scheduled and
PRN pain medication categories.
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Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday had notable resemblances
pertaining to administration pattern with a characteristic “sawtooth” shape specific to PRN pain
administrations between 8 and 10 p.m. One plausible explanation for this unique peak in the
evening during the weekdays is that it may represent patients coming to the inpatient units after
the perioperative phase of care. This is also observed to a lesser degree on Saturday, when there
are occasional surgical cases, and not observed on Sunday, when there are no surgical cases (see
Visualizations 2a-2h, Table 2).
Visualization 2a
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Visualization 2b

Visualization 2c
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Visualization 2d

Visualization 2e
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Visualization 2f

Visualization 2g
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Visualization 2h

Month and Pain Administration Patterns
The next visualization demonstrates an aggregate of administrations by month. While
there was no clear month-specific trend per se, there was a noticeable increase in pain medication
administrations as the years progressed. Considering the increasing public awareness related to
opioid pain medications use and misuse during that timeframe, as well as ongoing discussions
taking place at the study site regarding implementation of opioid-sparing surgeries and
postoperative care pathways, this trend warranted additional examination.
The steadily increasing use of scheduled medications can begin to be noticed in January
2018. This was the likely precursor to the opioid-sparing practice change that would take place in
the entire orthopedic service at the study site in October 2018. For example, certain pain
medications such as oral Tylenol, which was previously ordered as PRN for mild pain, was now
being ordered for around-the-clock administration. There was a decrease in the average number
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of PRN pain medications per patient per admission. This was determined by comparing PRN
administration for the first 9 months of 2016, 2017, and 2018 and the surgical admissions for that
same period. In 2016, the average PRN administrations per person per surgery was 2.46 doses
(2465 opioid doses, 1,004 surgeries), 5.09 doses in 2017 (6,663 opioid doses, 1,309 surgeries),
and 4.40 doses in 2018 (6,695 opioid doses, 1,523 surgeries) (see Visualizations 3a, 3b, Table 3).
Visualization 3a
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Visualization 3b

Nursing Shift and Pain Administration Patterns
The final temporal configuration that was explored was the pain administration activities
over the nursing shift. The four peaks of pain administration activity are distributed evenly over
the two shifts, with the Day Shift (7 a.m. - 7 p.m.) managing the 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. peak times
while the Night Shift (7 p.m. - 7 a.m.) is managing the 9 p.m. and 6 a.m. peak pain times. Aside
from the replication of those peak times that have been demonstrated in other visualizations,
there was a more consistent administration of pain medications throughout the Day Shift than
what occurs at night. One likely explanation for this is that the patients are sleeping and are not
requesting PRN pain medications. Administrations on the night shift (n = 18,106) and the day
shift (n = 18,219) are essentially the same. The difference is in how those administration times
are spread out over the 12-hour shift. This did not impact the average pain score per shift in 2017
or 2018, which was a score of 5 for both years and shifts (see Visualization 4a, Table 4).
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Visualization 4a
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Length of Stay and Pain

Many factors can impact the length of stay, including pain management and control. Pain
scores are quantitative measure of pain intensity. All four surgical procedure groups have an
average pain score that is categorically considered “moderate pain.” The average length of stay
for this entire sample was 2.61 days. Single-joint surgeries have overall shorter lengths of stay
than bilateral surgeries. Single (n = 2,133) and bilateral (n = 5) hip surgeries have an average
pain score that is less than that of single (n = 2,742) and bilateral (n = 55) knee replacement
surgeries (Table 5). There are large differences in the volume of bilateral joint surgeries as
compared to single-joint surgeries, which is the likely explanation as to why bilateral hip and
knee surgeries have lower average pain scores than their single-joint counterparts. In considering
just single-joint surgeries, patients who had undergone knee replacement surgery have a longer
length of stay and a higher average pain score than those patients who had undergone hip
replacement surgery. This length of stay data appears to align with that detailed in Appendix B
(Table 5).
Pain Medications and Surgery Type

The visualizations on pain medication use and surgical type demonstrated that
approximately twice as many medications were administered to patients who had undergone
single-joint knee replacement surgeries than single-hip replacement surgeries. This is observed in
the aggregate as well as in each of the sequential visualizations, except for the visualization of
POD#3, which shows nearly three times as many medication administrations. It should be noted,
however, that hip replacement patients have a length of stay that is 0.6 days less than knee
replacement patients, and the volume of hip replacement patients still admitted on POD#3 is
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likely less than patients who have had their knee replaced. Additionally, there were 609 more
single-knee surgeries than single-hip replacement surgeries in this sample. Patients who had
single-knee replacements had 8.7 doses of pain medications per surgical encounter while patients
who had single-hip replacements had 5.5 doses of pain medications per surgical encounter.
Visualization 6a
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Visualization 6b
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Visualization 6c
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Visualization 6d
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Visualization 6e
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24-Hour Findings with Theorized Rhythms and Activities in Appendix A

The rhythms and activities listed in Appendix A were cross-walked with the four distinct
peaks of pain medication administration in a 24-hour period (6 a.m., 9 a.m., 5 p.m., 9 p.m.). It is
beyond the scope of this study to engage in anything beyond a theoretical discussion as to which,
if any, of these internal rhythms or external activities may be a predictor or driver of pain. For
example, considering the 5 p.m. timeframe, is the melatonin climb responsible for the increased
requests for pain medications? Or is it the arrival of the dinner trays that prompts this? Was it a
delayed response to the afternoon physical therapy session that concluded at 3 p.m.? The
findings from this study can provide a fruitful foundation for future research based on questions
such as these.
Summary of Findings
The preceding data visualizations demonstrated the presence of four discernible pain
peaks (6 a.m., 9 a.m., 5 p.m. and 9 p.m.) in the postoperative phase of care for older adults who
had undergone joint replacement surgery. Pain medications are administered most frequently
during these time periods. Each pain medication administration and pain score were independent
units of analyses. This temporal pattern applies to both scheduled and PRN pain medication
administrations on most days of the week. There is a noticeable spike at 9 p.m., resulting in a
“saw-toothed” pattern Monday through Friday. This is noted with PRN pain medications
administrations and its amplitude is not replicated on Saturday and Sunday. One likely
explanation is related to the surgical schedule and the influx of postoperative patients during the
week. Surgeries are occasionally scheduled for Saturdays in this data set, and no joint
replacement surgeries take place on Sunday. The data visualizations examining pain medication
and surgical type demonstrated a greater use of pain medications by patients who had undergone
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single-knee replacement surgeries than those who had undergone hip replacement surgeries.
Finally, the average pain rating for hip replacement surgeries (both bilateral and single-joint) was
less than knee replacement surgeries (both bilateral and single-joint). Using data visualization
software successfully elucidated patterns and trends that may not have been obvious with other
analysis methods.
Conclusions
Data visualization as an analysis technique was a successful approach in confirming that
a temporal pattern of pain medication administration existed based on this data set. Assessing the
large-scale aggregate and then filtering down to a more granular level is one distinct advantage to
using a visualization program. While the research question has been answered, additional
questions have been raised. These are discussed in Chapter Five.
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Chapter Five: Discussion and Recommendations
This chapter provides discussion points regarding the study findings, situating them in the
literature to extend nursing science. Recommendations regarding the clinical significance of the
results and the potential application in practice are proposed. The limitations of the study are
discussed. Finally, several potential future studies are borne out of the results and are outlined.
Discussion
The central findings showed that there are temporal patterns related to pain in older adults
after joint replacement surgery. Additional findings contributed by identifying a phenotypic
characteristic of joint replacement patients specific to their surgical procedure and depicted that a
higher average pain score resulted in a longer length of stay, which is a key organizational
outcome metric. The interplay between time and pain is a rich area of exploration. It has impacts
at the level of the patient, the nurse, and the organization. The findings from this study can
provide some additional insight into pain and the postoperative surgical experience.
Data visualization is threaded through the discipline of nursing, beginning with Florence
Nightingale and the well-known Crimean coxcomb diagram. Visualization is an effective tool for
communicating large amounts of data into an easily understood format. This dissertation used
graphics and tables as the mechanism for appraising, determining, and reporting trends in pain
after joint replacement surgery. It is important to note that data visualization was the final step in
a series of prior actions. The initial measures included examining, organizing, and conducting
data-quality assessments on the extracted electronic health record data set in Excel. The
transformed data set was then imported into SPSS, where appropriate variable-level re-coding
was conducted.
Aspects of the transformation and recoding process included the following:
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•

Identified duplicates based on key number and encounter number to determine if
it was a case of complication versus multiple joint surgeries over the study period;
delete those which indicated complication (i.e., revision)

•

Reviewed Base Sheet for those encounters that may violate exclusion criteria by
comparing admission and discharge dates to determine those who were only
same-day discharges, age, surgical procedure, time spent in the special care unit.
Identify those which did not meet inclusion criteria and deleted any information
pertaining to those encounters from the data set.

•

Filtered all sheets and all data to organize chronologically

•

Added day of week, season and month to admission, discharge, and surgery date;
calculated postoperative day designation for pain scores and pain medication
administrations; calculated length of stay; separated system generated time stamps
into individual dates and times for admissions, discharges and medication
administration

•

Relabeled Excel headings from data-analysis naming convention to one suitable
for SPSS

•

Imported each Excel sheet into own SPSS data set

•

Used SPSS to recode categorical variables

•

Created bins in SPSS for broader categories (i.e., “hip surgeries,” “knee
surgeries,” “scheduled medications,” “age categories,” etc.)

•

Imported SPSS data sets into Tableau for visualization

There are ethical considerations that must be weighed when creating, displaying, and
reporting visualizations. There can be a prevailing belief that well-designed graphs and charts are
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objective, neutral, and true, when in fact they must still be presented in a way that allows for a
critical review, regardless of academic or scientific literacy level. The researcher has a
responsibility to ensure the truthfulness of the patterns that are displayed and the subsequent
conclusions that are drawn by those viewing and using the visualizations. To that end, it is the
recommendation of this researcher that statistical analyses should validate the findings depicted
in visualizations; and narratives should accompany them, describing the data selection process,
missingness of data, and an interpretation of the results. This addition may promote transparency
and avoid misinterpretation or misrepresentation.
In this study, there are findings that have implications at a macro level (organization,
nursing science) and may have direct impact at the micro level (individual patient). The
dissertation results based on the aggregated data add to the existing knowledge base regarding
pain, surgical procedure, and length of stay (Hansen et al., 2016; Parvizi & Bloomfield, 2013;
Pepper, Mercuri, Behery, & Vigdorchik, 2018). Patients who had their knee(s) replaced had a
higher average pain score and used more pain medication than those patients who have had their
hip(s) replaced. Additionally, patients who had knee replacement surgery had a longer length of
stay than hip replacement patients. Pain management is taken into consideration when planning
for discharge and can impact the length-of-stay metric.
The other macro-level contribution was in the study design itself, namely extracting
electronic health record data and re-using it to successfully conduct nursing research (Meystre et
al., 2017; Safran, 2017; Weiskopf & Weng, 2013; Zozus, Richesson, Hammond, & Simon,
2015). One of the concerns about designing studies using electronic health record data or
conducting secondary analyses of large data sets is that the individual’s story can be lost in the
aggregate. One could argue that the sample size is simply too large. While the analyses may
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reveal statistically significant findings, researchers must be sure to clearly state the clinical
implications of their results. Nursing is uniquely positioned to temper the data-reductionist
approaches that may be taken by data scientists without a holistic and complementary
understanding of the individual (Brennan & Bakken, 2015).
In this research, the data visualization software used for the aggregated findings produced
usable results that could be translated into practice. For example, understanding the peaks and
troughs of responding to pain requests can assist RNs in organizing their daily workflow. This
may allow clinical nurses to become more proactive to pain rather than reactive, and to structure
their other required activities (i.e., treatments, preparing discharge paperwork) around these highvolume times. It must be stated that the aggregated findings provide a framework regarding pain,
but they do not support the degree of granularity necessary to examine the individual patient’s
pain trajectory. Using an individual growth curve (IGC) model with repeated measures (i.e., selfreported pain scores) could be an option to explore in the future (Chapman, Donaldson, Davis &
Bradshaw, 2011; Chapman, Fosnocht, & Donaldson, 2012; Houle et al., 2017; Zhang,
Hamagami, Wang, Nesselroade & Grimm, 2007). With the orthopedic population, using this type
of statistical modeling may provide individual patient insights and allow healthcare providers to
further individualize plans of care in the context of standardized clinical care pathways. In the
clinical setting, the IGC model information could be depicted visually using a scatter plot and fit
line, providing a snapshot for the clinician as to how the patient’s pain is trending.
To summarize the findings of the study, it was made clear that previous EHR data could
be analyzed retrospectively in order to make prospective clinical recommendations.
Understanding that there are temporal patterns to pain has far-ranging impacts. First and
foremost, this affects patients and their postoperative recovery. While patients are educated on
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PRN pain medication use, sometimes they do not fully understand the concept. There have been
instances where patients are expecting the RN to bring pain medication automatically. This
misunderstanding results in a spike in pain intensity that is challenging to control. When patients
are in pain crisis and experiencing excruciating pain, the medication regimen must be escalated
to manage it. This generally results in patients needing to take larger or more frequent doses of
opioid pain medications. By administering medication proactively and intervening before the
pain spikes, pain may be able to be adequately managed with non-opioid pain medications.
Timing could be used as an adjunctive to the medication regimen. Pain management allows the
patient to fully participate in all unit activities and potentially avoid suffering from the side
effects that are common to opioids. Secondly, these temporal findings provide quantitative
validation of what experienced RNs may intuitively know. This information may be new to
novice RNs, and it may help nurses to more quickly develop their prioritization and criticalthinking skills by providing these additional insights. Finally, nursing administrators could
consider this information when making staffing decisions, including whether to stagger daily and
weekly staff schedules and increase staffing presence during the seasons and months of peak
surgical volume. These types of staffing adjustment are common in an emergency department
and may also be useful in an acute postsurgical care setting.
Recommendations
This dissertation extended the science by demonstrating that patterns of postoperative
pain after joint replacement surgery exist. This is a unique contribution, as the literature does not
reflect temporal patterns for postsurgical orthopedic pain in older adults using this methodology.
It must be noted that some of the recommendations discussed in this section are contingent upon
future research that better reflects the current orthopedic care environment such as the revised
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encounter classification by CMS and practice changes related to opioids. Other recommendations
are based on incidental findings.
Study-Specific Findings

Based on the findings specific to nursing shift and pain, a change in staffing patterns for
ancillary and professional staff may be considered. The 6 a.m. hour is a high-activity period for
ancillary staff activities (morning care toileting, specimen collection) and RN activities (morning
medication pass, treatments/interventions). In a typical staffing matrix, patient care technicians
(PCTs) work 8-hour shifts (7 a.m.-3 p.m., 3 p.m.- 11 p.m., 11 p.m.- 7 a.m.) and there are
typically two or three PCTS assigned to each shift. A staggered start for one PCT in the morning
shift (6 a.m.-2 p.m.) and evening shift (2 p.m.-10 p.m.) may allow for additional unit support at
times of high unit activity and pain medication administration.
Another staffing recommendation may be to adjust the number of staff registered nurses
scheduled to work during the week when there are more postoperative patients who are
experiencing a greater amount of pain, than on the weekends when there is less patient
throughput and less pain. Pain management encompasses more than the act of medication
administration. It also includes patient education, monitoring of side effects and vital signs,
providing emotional support and non-pharmacological measures of pain relief, and if necessary,
collaborating with licensed practitioners if pain relief is inadequate. Being able to articulate the
various facets of pain management from the standpoint of the bedside nurse may further support
the study findings by providing clinical context. In tandem, this may lead to discussion regarding
a more flexible staffing matrix and the deployment of staffing resources at times of higher
activity, without adding additional staff members or increasing costs.
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The second recommendation pertains to the results of the weekday pain medication
administrations, specifically at 9 p.m.-11 p.m. Empirically, when patients arrive on the unit
(postoperative day [POD]# 0) they are typically still experiencing some of the pain-relieving
effects of anesthesia and pain medications administered in the recovery room. There may be
some complaints of discomfort, but many people say they are pleasantly surprised at how well
their pain is controlled. By early morning of POD#1, the patient is generally having more intense
pain, as the anesthesia has completely worn off, the patient has been in bed and stationary most
of the night resulting in stiffness, and the expected postoperative swelling has progressed. It is
for this reason that the increased administration of PRN pain medications at 6 a.m. is not
surprising. This applies to not only patients who are POD#1 but also to patients who are further
out from surgery as well. One of the main culprits seems to be the immobility overnight. Perhaps
developing a program in which patients perform a few bed mobility exercises while staff are
checking the 2 a.m. vital signs may help offset some of this stiffness. Sleep is a precious
commodity in the hospital, considering unit routines (e.g., 2 a.m. vital signs) and unfamiliar
environments. This type of program may be a patient dissatisfier and be more disruptive than
beneficial. There is a need to support both sleep and pain-relieving interventions, to keep patients
progressing toward discharge and minimizing their time in the hospital. Suggestions about how
to strike this balance would need to be explored further.
The third recommendation would be to consider administering pain medications
proactively and in advance of periods of high pain intensity. If these same peaks periods are
evident in the opioid-sparing environment, the various medications that are administered as part
of the multimodal pain regimen could be adjusted to times that are different than the traditional
medication pass times. For example, the one-time dose of ketorolac that is given on POD#1
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could be given at 5 a.m., while the standing 1000mg of Tylenol that is ordered every eight hours
could be administered at 5 a.m., 1 p.m., and 9 p.m. An article by Pepper and colleagues (2018)
discusses using ani-inflammatory drugs and opioids preemptively as an effective strategy for
postoperative pain control. However, the authors note that the recommended timeframe for the
administration of specific medications is unclear. Successful outcomes based on the
implementation of this recommendation could potentially extend the medical literature on this
topic, in addition to the nursing literature. Additionally, if these peaks are replicated in the next
study, alternative influences on pain intensity may need to be considered, including circadian
rhythm, and the potential impact of hormones in the presence of anesthesia on the postoperative
pain experience.
The final recommendation would be to consider incorporating the capability of individual
growth curves by auto-populating pain scores in the electronic health record and adding this to
the staff RNs and unit-based licensed independent practitioners’ dashboard. By trending this data
in real time, it may assist in anticipating which patients may be struggling with maintaining
comfort. Growth curve modeling could also be used at the time of discharge, providing the staff
registered nurse the ability to provide a specific answer to the inevitable question, “When will
the pain start to subside?” and to tailor post-discharge education regarding pain management to
the individual.
Incidental Findings

There were 31 additional formalized religions attributed to approximately 45% of the
sample in the demographic distribution. Religion can play a large role in pain management and
how the patient and family interact with the healthcare system. Religious affiliation is required
nursing admission documentation. Delivering sensitive and competent holistic care includes
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acknowledging and respecting religious beliefs. One potential way to enhance the registered
nurses’ understanding of patients’ religion could be to provide easy access to staff education
pertaining to the religion’s core beliefs specific to healthcare issues, pain, blood transfusion,
death/dying and others. A link could be embedded in the religion flowsheet field that would
connect the staff RN to an education sheet while entering the admission documentation.
When considering missingness, electronic health records can have field redundancy, and
data may not necessarily be “missing.” Information may have been missing because it was
simply not in a query field that the analyst was able to access versus an omission in the record
itself. One notable variable with missing data in this study included body mass index (BMI).
This is a critical vital statistic for safely administering anesthesia, and medication dosing. If this
is truly missing data, the recommendation would be that BMI is a “hard stop,” meaning it must
be completed. There should also be parameters alerts for values that fall outside what is
reasonable (e.g., adult woman with a BMI of 9 kg/m2).
Limitations
There were a few limitations to the study. The first is regarding the data type. Some
informaticists may argue that using clinical data in research studies violates the prevailing axiom
that data should only be used for the intended purpose, in this case, the provision of clinical care.
Concerns about data collection, human error and omission, and documentation differences
among practitioners are all valid concerns about electronic heath record data. Steps were taken to
address some of the issues that are associated with EHR data, including conducting a data quality
assessment on the data set, having access to the analyst who exported the deidentified query to
clarify variables or missingness, and this researcher’s extensive knowledge of the EHR
documentation and nursing workflow in the postoperative care areas at the study site.
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Second, the demographic distribution and setting may limit the generalizability of the
results. The sample data were extracted from a high-volume orthopedic hospital. The
specialization of the study site may limit the generalizability to facilities that are also highly
specialized. Additionally, the ordering practice for other sites may differ. While oxycodone was
the predominate medication ordered and administered pro re nata (PRN) at this site during the
study period, other settings may use different pain medications and in different ordering
conventions. The sample was predominately Caucasian and female, and only included the data
for adults aged 65 years and older.
The final limitation is the retrospective design in the face of rapid change in orthopedics.
Specific aspects that have changed dramatically during the study period include changes in
opioid pain medication prescribing and usage in the immediate postoperative and post-discharge
phases, and the outpatient classification for both knee and hip replacement surgeries as of
January 2020 by Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS). This may limit the
generalizability of findings that are specific to the length of stay results, average and median pain
scores, and frequency of postoperative pain medication administration specific to postoperative
day timing conventions.
Future Research
As discussed previously, replication of this study using the opioid-sparing data is
necessary. The query would be changed to reflect the lessons learned from this study and would
be much smaller given the extraneous data that were supplied for this study. Other research
topics include studying the influence of activities and assessments conducted in the perioperative
phase of care and potential impacts on the postoperative pain trajectory. A randomized control
trial could be designed to evaluate if patients who are provided with specific details about their
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pain trajectory using growth curve modeling up to projected pain resolution have less anxiety
about their recovery, less pain catastrophizing, and fewer instances of chronicity specific to the
operated joint versus those who receive the usual approximations and education surrounding pain
recovery (i.e., “most people start to feel better after three days, five days, etc.”). A study could be
designed to examine the peak in pain medication administration between 9 p.m. and 11 p.m. in
patients who are POD#0. Exploring the intention of the pain medication request might help to
avoid potentially unnecessary pain medication usage if there is a reason for the request other than
pain. There are many factors that influence and impact pain perception. Future studies could
focus on in-depth development of a pain phenotype for patients who have joint replacement
surgery. An initial study could consider the influence of demographics, social factors, duration
and degree of joint deterioration, and past medical/surgical history on the phenotypic
characteristics of joint replacement patients. Finally, a study could use machine-learning
methods to further explore postoperative pain and outcomes (Lin et al., 2019). A more in-depth
discussion on this method is beyond the scope of this dissertation, but deep learning methods are
an exciting frontier for nurse researchers to consider.
Conclusions
Pain is an onerous aspect of the surgical experience. Managing it appropriately and
efficiently is essential to postoperative patient recovery and satisfaction. Using electronic health
record data research to advance nursing science and practice is an efficient and effective reuse of
clinical data. The results of this study have the potential to impact clinical care and hold the
promise of multiple future studies.
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Appendix A
Rhythms and Activities
Hours

Hormonal
Rhythms
Cortisol climb

Nursing
Routines
Medication Pass

Deepest sleep/
Melatonin peak

V/S

PCT dinner begins

0500

AM care begins

MD rounds begin

0600

V/S, med pass,
specimen
collection
AM care
concludes, change
of shift
Med pass, initial
RN assessment
RN leads IP
rounds
V/S, med pass

MD rounds conclude

PCT dinners
conclude
RN dinners
conclude, quiet time
concludes

0000
0100
0200
0300
0400

0700

Melatonin nadir

0800
0900

Cortisol peak

1000
1100

Discharging
patients begins
Med pass,
admitting POD#0
patients begins

1200
1300

1400

V/S, med pass

1500
1600
1700
1800

Melatonin climb
D/C patients
concludes, V/S,
med pass

Ancillary & LIP
Staff Routines
Postoperative LIP
checks conclude

Unit-based NP
rounds begin
PT/OT morning
sessions begin
Interprofessional
rounds
PT/OT morning
sessions
PT/OT morning
sessions

Postoperative LIP
checks begin, PT/OT
afternoon sessions
begin
PT/OT afternoon
sessions
PT/OT session
conclude
Rapid rehab (PT) for
POD#0 pts begin
Unit-based NP
rounds conclude
Rapid rehab (PT) for
POD#0 pts conclude

Environmental
Activities
RN dinners begin

Breakfast trays

Visiting hours begin
RN lunches begin,
PCT lunches begin
Lunch trays

PCT lunches
conclude, Quiet
time begins
Quiet time
concludes
RN lunches
conclude
Dinner trays
PCT dinner begins,
Snack cart
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1900
2000

Change of shift
Med pass, initial
RN assessment,
P.M. care
activities begin

2100
2200
2300

Cortisol nadir

V/S, med pass
P.M. care
activities
conclude,
admitting patients
concludes

PCT dinner
concludes
Visiting hours
conclude
Quiet time begins
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Appendix B
Average Length of Stay for Total Hip and Total Knee Replacement Patients During the
Study Period
Enc - Discharge Fiscal
Year

INCLUDE AS PER
ICD10 CODING

Enc - Discharge
Fiscal Year

INCLUDE AS PER
ICD10 CODING

2016 ( 11 MONTHS )

HIP

65 and over
under 65
HIP Total

2.45
2.08
2.25

2016 ( 11 MONTHS )

KNEE

65 and over
under 65
KNEE Total

2.82
2.56
2.70

2017

HIP

65 and over
under 65
HIP Total

2.36
2.07
2.21

2017

KNEE

65 and over
under 65
KNEE Total

2.85
2.63
2.76

2018

HIP

65 and over
under 65
HIP Total

2.20
1.88
2.05

2018

KNEE

65 and over
under 65
KNEE Total

2.51
2.44
2.48

2019 ( 1 MONTH )

HIP

65 and over
under 65
HIP Total

2.33
2.02
2.18

2019 ( 1 MONTH )

KNEE

65 and over
under 65
KNEE Total

2.30
2.44
2.36

AGE GROUP

AVG LOS

AGE GROUP

AVG LOS
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Appendix C
Code Book
Variable

Phase
of Care

Description

Data Type

Location in
EPIC

Coding for
Analyses

Age

DM

In years

Ratio; ordinal

Gender

DM

Male, female

Nominal

Marital Status

DM

Nominal

Actual age and
categories
1 – male
2 - female
Use labeling
assigned by
CDW

Race

DM

Nominal

Demographic
Activity

Use labeling
assigned by
CDW

Religion

DM

Nominal

Demographic
Activity

Use labeling
assigned by
CDW

Primary
Diagnosis

DM

Single, married,
divorced,
separated,
widowed, etc.
African
American/Black;
American Indian;
Asian;
Caucasian/White;
Pacific Islander;
Other
Atheist; Baptist;
Buddhist;
Catholic;
Christians; Hindu;
Jewish; Muslim;
Other
Osteoarthritis,
laterality

Demographics
activity
Demographics
activity
Demographics
activity

Nominal

Demographic
Activity

Surgical
Procedure

PI

Nominal

Anesthesia
event activity

BMI

PI

Total hip
arthroplasty,
bilateral hip
arthroplasty, uni
hip arthroplasty,
total knee
arthroplasty, uni
knee arthroplasty,
bilateral knee
arthroplasty
Body mass index
expressed in
kg/m2 – measure
of body fat based
on weight and
height, adjusted
for gender.

Diagnosis
code based on
ICD 10
Procedure ID
based on ICD
10 coding

Interval;
ordinal

Anesthesia
event activity

Actual BMI
reading, AND
1
underweight
with BMI less
than 18.5
2
normal weight
with BMI 18.5
to 24.9

112
overweight
with BMI 2529.9
4
obesity with
BMI of 30 or
greater.
This study
uses an
elective joint
replacement
population. we
will expect to
see scores
from 1 to 3 in
this study.
1 – ASA I
(healthy pt)
2 – ASA II
(Mild systemic
disease)
3 – ASA III
(severe
systemic
disease)
Will use excel
formula to
determine day
of the week
and
seasonality
Used as
baseline pain
score for those
pts who were
not evaluated
in PAT; Used
to create pain
sequence
composite in
the peri op
phase of care
3

ASA Score

PI

American Society
of
Anesthesiologists
Score is used to
assess a pt’s
fitness for surgery
(Score range from
1 to 6)

Ordinal

Anesthesia
event activity

Date and time
arrived for sx

PI

Pt checks in to the
facility on the day
of surgery at
reception

Ratio

Surgery visit,
case tracking
events

Pain score in the
holding and
date/time

PI

Pain score when pt
is being prepared
to enter the OR
suite

Ordinal, ratio

Pain flowsheet

Pre-surgical pain
meds are given as
standard practice
including Lyrica,
Tylenol, and
opioid pain
medication

Nominal,
ratio

MAR

Pain medications PI
administered in
the holding
room and
date/time of
admin
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Type of
anesthesia

PI

EBL

PI

Date and time
admit to PACU

PI

Pain score(s) in
PACU

PI

Pain meds given
in the PACU,
and date/time

PI

Time/date of
discharge from
PACU

PI

Literature suggests
that spinal versus
general anesthesia
can impact
circadian rhythms
May provide
insight in how
extensive the
surgery is.
Range of time that
patient spends
recovering in the
PACU prior to
being deemed
appropriate to
transfer to the
floor.
Pain score
immediately after
being awakened
form anesthesia
and entering
recovery room

Nominal

Anesthesia
Event record

Used labeling
assigned by
CDW

Ratio

Anesthesia
event record

Recorded in
mLs

Ratio

Surgery visit,
case tracking
events

Convert to
minutes to
determine total
PACU time

Ordinal, ratio

Pain flowsheet

Pain meds given
in the PACU are
generally different
than those given
on the unit,
including small
doses of fentanyl
This may or may
not be the same
time as when
PACU phase ends.
Depending on bed
availability on the
units, pts may
need to wait in the
recovery room
until they are able
to be transferred to
the floor

Nominal,
ratio

MAR

Ratio

Surgery visit,
case tracking
events

Will follow
NPRS labeling
for mild
moderate,
severe pain.
Pain score can
act as anchor
points as pt
transitions
through
various phases
of care
Will consider
using
morphine
equivalents
with opioid
pain
medications
Convert to
minutes.
PACU interval
includes time
spent in PACU
phase I (or II),
plus the
interval from
when pt is
deemed ready
for the floor to
actually
having leaving
the unit
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Pain medications PO
and
administration
dates/times
(scheduled and
PRN) on the
inpatient unit

Pain medications
Nominal,
on the unit are
ratio
generally oral pain
meds and will
include opioids,
NSAIDs,
gapapentinoids,
acetaminophen. IV
medications can
include ofirmev
and ketorolac. In
rare cases are SQ
or IV opioids used

MAR

Hospital d/c date
and time

PO

Will indicate the
end of the
postoperative
phase of care

Ratio

ADT flowsheet

Total length of
stay

PO

Calculated based
on the hospital
admission and
hospital discharge
times

Ratio

Excel
calculation

DM = Demographic
PI = Perioperative Phase of Care
PO = Postoperative Phase of Care

Will follow
NPRS labeling
for mild
moderate,
severe pain.
Will consider
using
morphine
equivalents
with opioid
pain
medications;
will calculate
time between
admins in
minutes; Used
in creating
“pain episode”
composite (see
next variable)
Will use excel
formula to
determine day
of the week
and
seasonality
Converted into
hours, day of
the week, and
season using
Excel formula
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Figure 1

Data-Information-Knowledge-Wisdom Framework

